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Abstract

In this work, an intelligent system for human action recognition and destination trajectory pre-
diction from unconstrained video is presented. For the automatic human action recognition, the
video is processed frame by frame and blob analysis is performed to look for any active blobs.
In order to select only humans and to remove noise, we defined a minimum pixel area for blob
selection, which was set to 2000 pixels (e.g., 45x45, 60x34) after some preliminary experiments.
For background subtraction, we tested the Gaussian Mixture Models (GMMs), for separating the
foreground pixels from the background. This detector works on data collected from a station-
ary camera and compares a color or gray scale video frame to a background model to figure out
whether it is part of the background or foreground. It then computes a foreground mask based on
Gaussian Mixture Models (GMM). The human action recognition of our system is based on Hid-
den Markov Model (HMM) using the Bag of Words method (BoWs) (with boundary of humans
as the main feature). Time-sequential images of human actions were transformed into feature vec-
tors. We targeted two action classes: walking and sitting. Overall, high accuracy results were
achieved.

The proposed system for trajectory destination area prediction adopts a passive collection of
video, works directly with raw video data and extracts motion features (position, velocity, and
acceleration) from automatically detected human skeletons (with positions of the body of mass,
head, hands and legs). It includes three main modules: human blob detection, an enhanced version
of human blob detection to achieve improved silhouette; star skeleton detection, encompassing
shadow removal and contour peak detection; and the final destination area prediction, based on
preprocessing (dimensionality reduction and balancing sampling methods) and four classification
methods: Multinomial logistic regression (MLR), Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) network, Random
Forests (RF) and Support Vector Machine (SVM). For the second main task of this PhD, trajectory
destination area prediction, the human blob detection was modified by adding another component:
shadow and highlight removal. We also replaced the GMM background segmentation method by
a simpler background subtraction method, such that the latter provided faster and better results.

As a case study, we analyzed an exterior scene from a university campus that includes five main
destination areas and 348 pedestrian trajectories from 171 videos. A realistic growing window
evaluation was used in order to test four classifiers under six data processing combinations. The
best results were achieved by the all inputs, undersampling and RF model. This model obtained the
best global Area Under the Curve (AUC) of the Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) analysis,
which corresponds to a high quality class discrimination (median AUC of 87%). Moreover, the
suggested model provided very good ahead time predictions for four of the classes (A, B, C and
D) and a reasonable ahead discrimination performance for class E.

While we achieved interesting results in the analyzed university campus case study, we believe
the proposed system is useful for other application scenarios.
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Resumo

Neste trabalho é proposto um sistema inteligente para reconhecimento de ações humanas e pre-
visão da área final de trajetórias pedestres a partir de vídeos que capturam espaços reais de movi-
mentação humana. O vídeo é processado via uma sequência de imagens, sendo a deteção de
humanos obtida via uma identificação de um objeto móvel com uma área mínima de 2000 pix-
els (por exemplo definido via um retângulo de 45x45 ou 60x34). Para a eliminação do fundo
(ambiente), foram utilizados Gaussian Mixture Models (GMM), sendo que o reconhecimento de
ações baseou-se em modelos de Hidden Markov (HMM). O sistema desenvolvido foi testado para
detetar duas ações, caminhar e sentar, tendo sido obtida uma elevada acuidade.

Quanto à previsão dá área final de trajetórias humanas, foi utilizado uma coleta passiva de
vídeo. Os dados em bruto foram processados de modo a extrair atributos de movimento (posição,
velocidade e aceleração) de esqueletos compostos por 5 pontos (cabeça, mãos e pés) estimados
automaticamente a partir de um contorno humano. O sistema desenvolvido incluí três módulos
principais: deteção humana (inclui uma melhoria do processamento de imagem via: uma sub-
tração de fundo mais simples e mais eficaz; e uma remoção de sombras e brilhos), deteção de
esqueletos humanos e previsão da área final da trajetória pedestre. Este último módulo é com-
posto por métodos de processamento de dados (via compressão de atributos e de balanceamento
dos dados de treino) e algoritmos de classificação: regressão logística, redes neuronais, Random
Forest (RF) e máquinas de vetores de suporte.

Como caso de estudo, foi analisado um cenário real e exterior de um campus universitário e
que inclui: cinco entradas e saídas principais (A, B, C, D e E), 348 trajetórias pedestres e 171
vídeos. Foi testada uma avaliação robusta via um método de treino incremental, que permitiu
avaliar o desempenho dos quatro classificadores em seis configurações distintas de processamento
dos dados. Os melhores resultados foram alcançados pelo algoritmo RF, utilizando todos atributos
(sem compressão) e uma amostragem de undersampling nos dados de treino. Este modelo obteve
o melhor valor global da área da curva Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC), correspondendo
a uma discriminação de qualidade (valor da mediana da área de 87consegue realizar previsões
atempadas de elevada qualidade para quatro classes (A, B, C e D) e de qualidade razoável para a
classe restante (E).
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Over the last decade there has been an increasing interest in the area of machine learning and

computer vision in the problem of understanding human behavior captured from video cameras

and sensors (Bobick, 1996; Darrell and Pentland, 1996). These systems typically aim at capturing

(e.g., body parts, background objects) in order to extract high level events (e.g., human gestures,

car turning right, smile expression).

Due to advances in Information Technologies, currently it is easy to collect, store and analyze

data. In particular, a recent interest has been given to the use of video cameras, which are becoming

more affordable and more universally used. Nevertheless, human monitoring is costly and may be

affected by subjectivity factors. For instance, when monitoring multi-cameras, it has been shown

that a person will start to loose concentration only after twenty minutes of monitoring (Green

et al., 1999). Automated techniques are needed that signals an alarm whenever there is a relevant

behavior (e.g., an intrusion). Such systems can help in detecting crimes in real-time.

According to Kautz (1987) human behavior understanding is the process of drawing a seman-

tic description towards human actions and interactions through analysis of their motion patterns.

We can divide it into two categories: lower level recognizing temporal motion patterns and hu-

man behavior; and the higher level provides a semantic description based on these actions and

interactions. According to Poppe (2010) human recognition and human behavior can be charac-

terized into two different categories and described as “top down” and “bottom up”. In human

recognition, visual information are extracted from video sequences and are represented in rele-

vant features. These features are then compared with features extracted from a group of labeled

reference sequences representing human behavior. Human behavior description needs to select a

suitable representation for human behavior which is more related to the field of action semantics

and cognitive science. The understanding of human behavior is a classification problem in a time

varying data. There are two critical issues in classification that needs attention. The first one is to

obtain reference behavior sequences from training sets while the other relates to choose effective

training and matching methods to cope with minor deviation in both temporal and spatial scales

for similar motion patterns.

Nowadays, research in behavior understanding mainly focuses on gait, gesture and movement

1



2 Introduction

of head. Further, behavior understanding typically aims to define a behavior as normal or abnor-

mal. By definition, abnormal behavior is that behavior which deviates from the normal behavior.

Human behavior understanding is a vague and general topic (Afsar et al., 2015a). Precisely,

when the input data is given as an image sequence or video data, one need to temporally segment it

and define it as an action. An activity then comprise successive arrangement of elementary actions.

So, the human behavior understanding is comprised of three parts, action recognition, temporal

segmentation and semantic description. In most cases, temporal segmentation is not explicitly

performed and action recognition is done on continuous videos. In such cases, it is defined as

action detection.

The importance of this PhD title owes to the increasing demands in different kinds of applica-

tions. For example, in public transport environments like subway stations, and airports numerous

cameras are installed to observe any interesting or abnormal behavior (e.g., leaving unattended

baggage). In shopping malls, cameras are installed to prevent theft of valuable items. With the

rapid growth of internet media, content based video retrieval becomes more desirable than ever.

Over the years, several systems have been proposed by different researchers for human behavior

recognition but most of those systems are not versatile and flexible.

In this PhD thesis, we propose an intelligent system that is able to recognize basic human

actions and anticipating the final destination areas from unconstrained videos. The term uncon-

strained means that the videos are recorded in real-time with students performing daily activities

and extreme weather conditions like wind, rain and varying illumination due to different daylight

recordings. We assume the definition of Arnott and Pervan (2014) for an intelligent system, which

involves the application of artificial intelligence techniques (e.g., machine learning) for decision

support. The system assumes a passive collection of videos from a wide scene used by human in

their daily motion activities (e.g., walking towards a door). The novelty of our system is that it

works directly from raw videos in a semi-constrained environment with varying weather condi-

tions. Our system is fully automatic and does not require manual annotations as in (Yamaguchi

et al., 2011; Kim et al., 2015). The proposed system is comprised of two sub systems: human ac-

tion recognition system and trajectory destination area prediction. The human action recognition

is further composed of human blob detection and action recognition, while the trajectory destina-

tion area prediction is based on an enhanced version of human blob detection, star skeleton, and

trajectory destination area prediction, as shown in Figure 1.1. The human action recognition was

approached first, followed then by human destination area prediction. The human blob detection

module was improved when we addressed the second task (human destination area prediction),

including components such as shadow and highlight removal but that were not actually tested in

the human action recognition, although we believe it could be also useful for such human action

detection task. The human action recognition system is able to identify interesting or abnormal

human actions that can be used for decision support in distinct applications, such as surveillance,

marketing and commercial store management. Motion features (position, velocity, acceleration)

from the detected skeletons are used as an input for training machine learning classifiers. As a

proof of concept, one real-world case study has been explored and some interesting results have
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been obtained.
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Figure 1.1: Overall framework of the system.

1.1 Challenges

Although there has been many efforts from researchers to make human behavior recognition an

automated process, there are still some challenges that need to be focused. For example, the

capturing of three-dimensional information from two-dimensional images is a main difficulty in

computer vision. The shape from stereo problem has almost been solved, while shape from mo-

tion and other similar challenges have proved less fascinating. Image segmentation is another

important area whose challenges are not fully explored. Beside these common challenges, there

are some challenges in human motion analysis. Firstly, human body is flexible, its body parts have

different motions and its motion is articulated. Secondly, due to different camera views, some of

the body parts may be occluded and might have a different appearance.

To narrow down the challenges further, there are some problems specifically in human behav-

ior understanding. The length of the videos is extremely large to manually break down into short

clips. In case of surveillance, the videos require fast processing to take quick real-time action.

In the field of action recognition, action labels are often predefined in real-world. These kind of

labels are mainly human language oriented and they may result to be fuzzy or ill posed.

The definition of some actions sometimes overlaps and it is difficult to draw a margin between

them. For example, the KTH data set provided by (Schuldt et al., 2004) has actions like jogging,

walking, and running as different categories shown in Figure 1.2. However, it is really hard to

differentiate between jogging and running even for human beings. Slow running is called jogging

but we cannot precisely define the term slow. How slow is slow? Or is slow running not running?
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Therefore, other than using of the term jogging in exercise, there is no real distinction between

them.

Figure 1.2: Examples retrieved from KTH action dataset; source (Schuldt et al., 2004).

Sometimes, even for the same action, there are huge intra-class variations. For example, there

is a large variation in climbing fence, as shown is Figure 1.3. The shape of fence may differ in

style and height. Height is one of main features that can affect climbing. Grown people can easily

jump over a short fence, but when the fence is tall they need to climb it. The style is less crucial

but still important. Fences with razor wires are quite difficult to climb. The action of climbing the

fence for different people is also distinct, even the same person may climb differently occasionally.

Figure 1.3: Examples of the fence climbing action; images retrieved from Google images.
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1.2 Motivation

The ability to detect and understand human behavior is a useful tool for high-level applications

that rely on visual information. But interacting with humans and understanding their behavior

is a complex task that requires the use of computer vision and artificial intelligence techniques.

Currently there is a vast number of applications that would benefit from an integration of these

techniques, such as surveillance systems (e.g., to prevent crime) and commercial stores (e.g., to

detect interesting customers). The recognition of human actions and behavior is becoming more

and more important and frequently used in medicine, especially for the purpose of health care

monitoring of elderly people. There is a rapidly increasing demand for systems that allow to

recognize human actions, and early detect and emerge about upcoming and existing physical and

mental health problems of patients. Identifying changes in human everyday behavior such as food

preparation, walking, housekeeping, exercise or sleeping, allows medical scientists to propose

strategies related to diet, exercise and medication adherence. This is especially important for

elderly people, for whom such systems allow to live at home longer, healthier and safer.

For monitoring the behaviors of individuals, usually a large number of cameras are installed

and the videos streams are relayed to a control room. Typically, human operators observe these

videos where they have to observe multiple display screens and control cameras in parallel. Studies

shows that the attention span of a human operator observing screens ranges from thirty minutes to

two hours and that most operators can monitor a maximum of four monitors in parallel (Wallace

et al., 1997).

In cases like these, automatic behavior recognition becomes enormously important because

it is consistent: it will give the same result every time, the same way and all the time. Also,

it is tireless, providing long-term observations more efficiently. If an automated system can be

developed, not only the need of a human operator will be alleviated but such system will also help

in accurate decision-making. In addition to that, changing illumination conditions, the variability

of people’s appearances and actions as well as the lack of training data are common problems in

this area that needs to be solved.

With the recent advances in 3D depth sensors such as Microsoft Kinect have created many

opportunities for surveillance, security and entertainment (Zhang, 2012). To maintain the security

of both people and infrastructure, new technologies are contributing to the realization of more

powerful systems that detect varying human behaviors (Castro et al., 2011). In order to detect

varying human behaviors irrespective of lighting conditions in buildings or production facilities,

researchers have extensively attempted to use depth information from 3D sensors. In spite of the

advantages of Kinect, it is limited to indoor locations and is sensitive to infrared light (sunlight)

(Freedman et al., 2012). Also, it cannot detect crystalline or highly reflective objects.
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1.3 Objectives

In several real-world applications, there is a need for an intelligent system that can be used to an-

alyze raw video from internal and external environments, using easily available and cost effective

2D simple CCTV digital cameras. The main (sub) research questions derived in this work can be

characterized as follows: How to develop a real-time system that can recognize human actions and

predict the destination trajectories of individuals in unconstrained spaces? : What type of actions

can be recognized?, Who is performing the action and what activity or movement was performed?

In this work, we focus on computational frameworks for the automatic detection of human

behavior and destination trajectory prediction, which is a very recent and relevant research area due

to its potential impact in a wide variety of human activities, such as commercial stores, airports,

gaming, visual surveillance and detection of elderly accidents.

In this PhD thesis, we intend to propose such system, which should be capable to automat-

ically detect human behaviors and predict pedestrian final destinations in a scene. The system

should work using in a passive way, thus not requiring any explicit actions from the humans. Also,

it should work in an unconstrained environment, thus being able to perform well under varying

weather conditions and with a variable appearance of individuals, background clutter and occlu-

sion. As a proof of concept, we will test our system in a university campus case study.

1.4 Contributions

The main focus of this PhD was to develop an automated intelligent human action recognition

and trajectory prediction system that can be deployed in any real-world environment. The overall

system is composed of two main subsystems, aiming at human action recognition system (human

blob detection, action recognition) and trajectory destination area prediction (enhanced human

blob detection, star skeleton detection, and destination area prediction). All system components

were implemented in Matlab system (Borse, 1996), except for classification of trajectory destina-

tions, which was implemented using the rminer library of the (Cortez, 2010).

1.4.1 Human blob detection

The human blob detection of our system is based on segmentation method and blob detection. We

tested two methods for image segmentation: usage of Gaussian Mixture Models (GMM) (Kaew-

TraKulPong and Bowden, 2002) and the simpler background subtraction used in (Duque et al.,

2007). The former method required more computational effort and also provided worst results.

Therefore, we selected the simpler background subtraction, where a color image is compared to

the background frame to identify if the pixels belong to the background or moving object. This im-

age differencing allows the definition of a foreground mask used by the blob detection algorithm,

which groups pixels that most likely correspond to objects. The final result of this first module is a

human detection model. It should be noted that our system only addresses individual human blobs

and not crowds. This means that our system can track several pedestrians in the same video scene,
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but only if these pedestrians are not closer to each other. Regarding the background subtraction,

it was done by using the same position of the bounding box obtained through blob detection, as

both frames are of the same size. The background subtraction results were further enhanced using

shadow removal and highlight detection.

1.4.2 Action recognition

The human action recognition of our system is based on Hidden Markov Model (HMM) using the

Bag of Words (BoWs) method (with boundary of humans as the main feature). Time-sequential

images of human actions are transformed into feature vectors. All of these feature vectors are

stored in a codebook where each symbol corresponds to an action by using Vector Quantization

(VQ). For the training phase, the model parameters of HMM are tuned well for description of an

action to achieve high results. The model, which matches to a symbol, is selected as a recognized

entity. Our method was designed to achieve more robust results in more challenging real-world

environments, in the presence of distinct light conditions, with severe occlusion and quite distinct

weather conditions, including heavy wind and rain. Using the university campus dataset, we

targeted two main actions (walking and sitting), achieving high quality results.

1.4.3 Star skeleton detection

In order to obtain a correct human star skeleton, a perfect silhouette is necessary. We explored

several techniques to achieve this silhouette, such as thinning and zero-crossing. The best results

were achieved using a shadow and highlight removal combined with a zero-crossing star skele-

ton method. To improve silhouette detection results, we used the shadow and highlight removal

method proposed in (Duque et al., 2007) using the Hue, Saturation and Value (HSV) space instead

of Red, Green and Blue (RGB).

After achieving a human silhouette, the next step is to detect a star skeleton, which connects

the extreme points (head, legs, hands) with the centroid (the body of mass). This skeleton allows

the estimation of movement features (used by trajectory destination area prediction system) when

considering point changes in two consecutive frames. In order to smooth the human silhouette, a

convolution method was applied. Then, Euclidean distances to the centroid were computed for all

silhouette points, following a clock-wise order when processing the points. In the distance space,

extreme points are associated with high peaks, which were detected using a zero crossing analysis

over distance differences. Since often this method detects a large number of peaks, we defined a

neighborhood threshold in the silhouette space in order to aggregate. Thus, all candidate points

within the neighborhood range were aggregated by considering the median of such points, leading

to a representative extreme point for that region.

1.4.4 Trajectory destination area prediction

Once the star skeleton is achieved, we track its trajectory and extract its position and movement

features, which are based on velocity measures (Kim et al., 2015). We assume that the video scene
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contains a priori set of human entry and exit areas. In particular, in this PhD, we assume the

five entry and exit regions. Nevertheless, we note that if such information is not available, the

proposed system could automatically assign these entry and exit areas by analyzing a training set

of trajectories. For each new human that is detected as entering and exiting scene (A, B, C, D or

E), we create a new trajectory. Then, for all trajectory frames except the first two, we compute

several measures for both x and y axis. These include the absolute center body mass position and

the relative positions (distance to body of mass) of the head, hands and legs. Also, we compute the

absolute velocity and acceleration of the body of mass and relative velocity and acceleration values

for the five star peaks (head, hands and legs). To assign point labels, we used simple heuristics

based on the y values: head is the highest y value, legs are the lowest y values and hands are the

middle y values. In most cases, the full star skeleton was detected. However, in some situations

some start points are not detected. To solve this, we adopted these heuristics: when one hand

is visible and the other is not, the second hand is set as the first one; when both hands are not

detected, we assign them to the centroid; when only one leg is detected, we assume that both legs

are together; finally, if additional points are missing (e.g., head), we set them as the same position

detected in the previous frame.

We explored four classifiers in order to create the trajectory destination prediction models:

Multinomial Logistic Regression (MLR), a Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) ensemble, Random Forests

(RF) and Support Vector Machine (SVM). The classifiers were adopted with their default param-

eters, as defined by the rminer package of the R tool (Cortez, 2010).

Since our target class is unbalanced, we explored two balancing data methods (Menardi and

Torelli, 2014) that tend to improve classification results for the minority classes: undersampling

and oversampling. The former method assumes all minority class examples and random replicates

of other classes such that all classes are balanced. The latter method builds a larger balanced set by

considering all majority class patterns plus a random oversampling of the minority classes. Both

methods are only applied to training data and test data is kept with the original class distributions.

We also explored a feature extraction method based on the well known Principal Component

Analysis (PCA) method (Abdi and Williams, 2010).

The list of articles published (so far) during this PhD is:

- Palwasha Afsar, Paulo Cortez, and Henrique Santos. "Automatic visual detection of human

behavior: a review from 2000 to 2014." Expert Systems with Applications 42, no. 20 (2015):

6935-6956. The material presented in this article is detailed in Chapter 2.

- Palwasha Afsar, Paulo Cortez, and Henrique Santos. "Automatic Human Action Recogni-

tion from Video Using Hidden Markov Model." In Computational Science and Engineering

(CSE), 2015 IEEE 18th International Conference on, pp. 105-109. IEEE, 2015. The system

proposed for human action recognition and the obtained results are detailed in Chapter 3.

- Palwasha Afsar, Paulo Cortez, and Henrique Santos. "Human Skeleton Detection from

Semi-constrained Environment Video." In VISIGRAPP (5: VISAPP), pp. 384-389. 2017.

Chapter 4 presents the most relevant aspects related with this conference paper.
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- Palwasha Afsar, Paulo Cortez and Henrique Santos. "Automatic human trajectory destina-

tion prediction from video". Submitted in December 2017. This work is reflected in Chapter

4.

1.5 Organization of thesis

In order to organize this dissertation in logical and coherent parts, we have divided this manuscript

into five chapters. A brief description of the current and consecutive chapters is as follow:

- Chapter 1- Introduction: In the current chapter, an introductory overview of the thesis and

the correspondent context is provided.

- Chapter 2- Related work: In this chapter, we review existing literature focusing on the

most related and prominent state-of-the-art research techniques related to our work. We

provide a brief literature overview of human behavior recognition: techniques used over

the years for the detection of human behavior from videos, the most common and publicly

available datasets used for behavior recognition. This chapter also covers literature review

of trajectory destination area prediction. The chapter concludes with application of human

behavior recognition and anticipated destination areas.

- Chapter 3- Human blob detection and action recognition: In this chapter, the overall

framework of this PhD is presented. In particular, we detail the human detection and action

recognition modules. The human action recognition system was targeted first, initially using

human detection that is based on Gaussian Mixture Model. But the results obtained from this

segmentation technique were not satisfactory. The system is computationally expensive and

was not able to detect the legs separately. This module (human blob detection) was improved

for the second task (Trajectory destination area prediction) by adding a new component of

shadow and highlight removal. We also describe the video dataset that was recorded and

used in this work.

- Chapter 4- Star skeleton and trajectory destination area prediction: In this chapter,

we introduce the algorithm used for the detection of a star skeleton and technique used

for trajectory destination area prediction. The chapter covers the four machine learning

classifiers used for comparative analysis under six data processing combinations. Since our

target class is unbalanced, we explore two balancing data methods that tend to improve

classification results for the minority classes: undersampling and oversampling. We also

explore a feature extraction method based on the well known Principal Component Analysis

(PCA) method. This chapter also describes the experiments that were held and analyzes the

obtained results.

- Chapter 5- Conclusions and future work: In this chapter, we conclude our thesis, summa-

rizing the main advantages and disadvantages of all of the proposed approaches. We also

suggest future lines of research.
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As a final thesis organization note, we highlight that the conference and journal article publi-

cation record (see Section 1.4) reflects the true research path that was executed in this PhD work.

The first journal paper (2015) presents a systematic and recent literature review on human behavior

detection, from 2000 to 2014, covering a selection of 193 papers that were searched from six ma-

jor scientific publishers. This survey paper led in identifying main advantages and disadvantages

of human behavior recognition techniques used by researchers over the years and identifying main

datasets used for the proposed purpose. These points led to a conference paper (executed in 2015),

where a human behavior recognition system was proposed. The human blob detection used in this

paper was based on Gaussian Mixture Model and the results obtained were not satisfactory. This

weakness was explored and as a result another conference paper (2017) was published, where the

human blob detection was improved by using shadow and highlight removal as in (Duque et al.,

2007) using RGB and HSV space. We also proposed an algorithm for constructing star skeleton

from the detected silhouette. Finally, we targeted the second part (trajectory destination area pre-

diction) of this PhD, enhanced and extended our work to be able to detect destination areas of

individuals. This last work was submitted in December 2017. As a case study, the system was

tested in a campus environment.



Chapter 2

Related work

Human detection and their corresponding behaviors have been studied under distinct perspectives

in a wide variety of disciplines, such as psychology, biomechanics and computer graphics (Ko,

2008).

The particular interest in this area has dramatically increased with the advances of information

technology. In particular, depth-imaging (3D) has substantially improved in the last few years,

finally reaching an affordable consumer price (e.g., Kinect for Xbox 360). This is a multidis-

ciplinary area, involving several fields such as artificial intelligence, data mining, psychology,

biomechanics, pattern recognition and image processing. In effect, the combination of all these

fields is necessary to tackle challenging tasks, such as real-time segmentation of changing scenes

in natural environments, and non-rigid movement and self-occlusion.

While this is considered a trendy subject, whose interest will increase in the next few years,

within our knowledge there are few recent review articles that cover well this area. A comprehen-

sive and latest survey can be found in (Afsar et al., 2015a), which covers research from 2000 to

2014; some surveys only target a portion of visual human behavior detection possibilities, such as:

(Moeslund et al., 2006), which analyzed human motion capture from 2000 to 2006; (Yampolskiy

and Govindaraju, 2008), which focused on behavioral biometrics from 1989 to 2007; and (Ko,

2008), which addressed video surveillance from 1985 to 2008.

A comprehensive search was made for doing this literature review by analyzing recent papers,

from 2000 to 2017, from high quality journals and conferences related with the addressed topic

(e.g., Expert Systems with Applications, Computer Vision). The search was executed using six

general scientific databases: ACM Digital Library (dl.acm.org), Elsevier (www.elsevier.

com), IEEE Xplore Digital Library (ieeexplore.ieee.org), Springer Link (link.springer.

com), MIT Press (mitpress.mit.edu) and Wiley Online Library (onlinelibrary.wiley.

com). The list of keywords used in the search included combinations of the keywords “Human

Behavior” or “Human Detection”, “Human Trajectory” with “Video” or “Data”. The search was

then filtered manually and reduced to 201 papers related to this review. To summarize the review

in terms of topics and their publishing year, Table 2.1 and Table 2.2 presents the evolution of the

surveyed papers keywords that appear with five or more occurrences from 2000 to 2014 and from

11
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2015 to 2018 respectively. Table 2.1 was published in (Afsar et al., 2015a). In this document,

we include also the latest trends in Table 2.2. The selected papers were classified into four main

subjects: detection techniques, trajectory destination area prediction, datasets and applications.

Techniques that were related to detection were further divided into four categories, namely initial-

ization, tracking, pose estimation and recognition. A total of eight datasets were identified (e.g.,

Hollywood action). Finally, the applications were grouped into six main areas: human detection,

abnormal activity detection, action recognition, player modeling and robotics, pedestrian detection

and in-home scenarios, and person tracking.

Table 2.1: Automatic human behavior detection from video keywords by publication year from
2000 to 2014.

Keywords 20
00

20
01

20
02

20
03

20
04

20
05

20
06

20
07

20
08

20
09

20
10

20
11

20
12

20
13

20
14

To
ta

l

Depth images 0 0 0 1 0 1 2 1 1 0 2 3 1 2 2 16

Stereo cameras 2 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 5

Kinect 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 3 2 2 1 9

Multiple cameras 0 0 0 1 0 1 2 1 0 2 0 1 1 1 2 12

3D 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 3 1 0 2 1 3 2 16

Video dataset 1 0 0 1 1 5 4 2 2 4 1 4 2 3 1 31

Background subtraction 0 0 0 1 0 3 3 2 1 1 1 1 0 1 2 16

Object tracking 0 0 2 1 1 4 4 3 2 2 2 3 0 4 5 33

Occlusion handling 0 0 1 2 0 2 2 2 4 3 2 2 3 2 4 29

Histogram Of Gradients (HOG) 0 0 0 0 0 4 5 3 0 2 1 2 0 0 1 18

Human motion-based features 1 1 0 0 1 3 3 3 1 3 3 2 2 2 3 28

Blobs 0 1 2 1 0 2 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 4 14

Neural Network (NN) 2 1 3 1 2 3 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 17

Support Vector Machine (SVM) 1 1 1 1 1 4 2 2 1 1 2 2 0 1 2 22

Vision 1 1 2 0 0 2 1 1 2 2 1 0 2 2 1 18

Behavior 0 0 1 2 2 4 2 0 2 0 0 0 1 2 4 20

Total 8 7 13 14 8 38 32 22 20 23 17 27 15 26 34 304

2.1 Techniques used for human behavior detection from video

Following the works of (Moeslund and Granum, 2001; Moeslund et al., 2006), the visual human

behavior detection techniques were categorized into four groups:

• Initialization – in order for the system to process data, it needs to be initialized; e.g., a

proper model of the system should be built;

• Tracking – the process of segmenting the subjects from the background and finding corre-

spondences between segments in consecutive frames;

• Pose estimation – the estimation of pose is carried out in corresponding frames (usually, a

high level human model is used); and
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Table 2.2: Automatic human behavior detection from video keywords by publication year from
2015 to 2018.

Keywords 2015 2016 2017 2018 Total

Depth images 2 1 3 1 7

Stereo cameras 0 0 1 0 1

Kinect 3 1 3 2 9

Multiple cameras 1 0 0 0 1

3D 4 1 3 3 11

Video dataset 3 3 2 1 9

Background subtraction 2 1 1 1 5

Object tracking 3 4 1 2 10

Occlusion handling 3 2 4 1 10

Histogram Of Gradients (HOG) 1 0 0 1 2

Human motion-based features 1 2 1 0 4

Blobs 1 0 0 0 1

Neural Network (NN) 1 1 0 0 2

Support Vector Machine (SVM) 2 1 1 0 4

Vision 2 1 0 1 4

Behavior 3 1 2 1 7

Total 32 19 22 14 87

• Recognition – recognizing the behavior, identity, and action of an individual or a group.

A detailed description is given in the next subsections for all these phases with a major focus

towards high-level tasks.

2.1.1 Model initialization

Initialization of vision-based human motion capture frequently requires the meaning of a hu-

manoid model approximating the appearance, shape, kinematic structure, and beginning posture

of the subject to be tracked. Initialization requires prior knowledge of what constitutes an indi-

vidual. Such knowledge can be separated into categories of (Moeslund et al., 2006): kinematic

structure, 3D shape, color appearance and body part estimation.

The bulk of vision-based tracking frameworks acquire an initial humanoid kinematic struc-

ture incorporating a fix number of joints with specified degrees-of-flexibility. The kinematic ini-

tialization is then constrained to the estimation of limb lengths. Commercial marker-based mo-

tion capture frameworks normally oblige a fix grouping of movements which separate individual

degrees-of-opportunity. Initialization of body pose and limb length from manually identified joint

locations using monocular images has been addressed in several works (Taylor, 2000; Barrón and

Kakadiaris, 2001; Barron and Kakadiaris, 2003; Parameswaran and Chellappa, 2004). A method

for automatically initialization the kinematic structure of the upper body has been investigated by
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(Krahnstöver et al., 2003; Krahnstoever and Sharma, 2004) using motion segmentation of monoc-

ular video images. Song et al. (2003) presented an unsupervised learning algorithm, which uses

point characteristic tracks from jumbled monocular video sequences to automate the process of de-

veloping triangulated models of entire body kinematics. Techniques that determine the kinematic

structure from 3D shape sequences recreated from different perspectives have also been proposed

(Cheung et al., 2003; Menier et al., 2006; Chu et al., 2003; Brostow et al., 2004).

Progressively, human motion capture sequences from commercial marker-based frameworks

have been utilized to learn prior models of human kinematics and particular motions to give re-

quirements constraints for ongoing tracking. Also, motion capture databases (Jang, 2002; In-

teractive, 2005) have been utilized for synthesizing picture sequences with known 3D posture

correspondence to learn in advance the mapping from image to pose space for recreation.

Regarding 3D shape, representations have utilized either basic shape primitives (e.g., cylin-

ders, cones, ellipsoids) or surfaces (e.g., polygonal mesh) to define a kinematic skeleton (Moeslund

and Granum, 2001). A simultaneous capture from different aligned views has been proposed to

accomplish a precise shape and appearance initialization. Plankers and Fua (2003) used an ellip-

soidal ball representation for initiating the upper human body shape prior to tracking. Carranza

et al. (2003) utilized a generic mesh model to multiple view silhouette image sequences of a single

person in a fixed pose before doing tracking. Starck and Hilton (2003) reconstructed an entire body

shape and appearance for an individual in a subjective stance by improving a generic mesh model

as for stereo, silhouette, and feature correspondence obligations in various views. The accessibil-

ity of sensors for entire body 3D scans provides exact estimation of surface shape. Databases of

3D scans have additionally been utilized to learn statistical models of the inter-person variety in

entire body shape (Allen et al., 2003; Magnenat-Thalmann and Seo, 2004).

Turning to color appearance initialization, it has mainly been focused around the picture set.

Statistical models of color are usually utilized for tracking. Texture maps inferred from different

perspective pictures were adopted in (Carranza et al., 2003; Starck and Hilton, 2003) and (Siden-

bladh and Black, 2001, 2003) modeled the probability of image perceptions for distinctive body

parts. Roberts et al. (2002) used a similar approach for learning the probability of body part color

appearance utilizing multimodal histograms on a 3D surface model.

Finally, regarding body part identification, a more recent trend has been body part indicators,

which are then consolidated probabilistically to find individuals (Ronfard et al., 2002; Roberts

et al., 2004; Micilotta et al., 2005; Ramanan et al., 2005). Machine learning methods, such as

Adaboost, have been used to learn body part detectors, such as face, hands, arms, legs and torso

(Viola and Jones, 2001; Micilotta et al., 2005; Roberts et al., 2004). Ramanan et al. (2005) de-

tected key-frame postures in walking arrangements and introduced a local appearance model to

discover body parts at intermediate video frames. Lim et al. (2006) addressed the issue of chang-

ing appearance because of motion by demonstrating the dynamics of the appearance for walking

people. The initiation of models that faultlessly show the change in appearance with respect to

time because of wrinkles in clothes, hair, and subsequent change in body shape remains an open

issue.
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2.1.1.1 Discussion on model initialization

Initialization of pose, shape and appearance are considered vital steps for automating the process

of human motion and capture analysis. As detailed in Section 2.1.1, huge advances have been

made for automating the whole process. A few researchers have given methods for initialization

the kinematic structure from multiple view image sequences utilizing volumetric reconstruction

(Cheung et al., 2003; Menier et al., 2006). These methodologies give an answer for the issue of

automatic kinematic model initialization. In the recent years, there has been significant research

in the automatic initialization of model shape from multiple view images (Cheung et al., 2003;

Plankers and Fua, 2003; Starck and Hilton, 2003). These methodologies recreate an articulated

model which approximates the shape of an individual, providing a basis for the improved accuracy

in tracking. Some current research studies tend to address the modeling of changes in human body

shape during movement.

In addition, multiple view reconstruction methods have permitted the automatic initialization

of appearance model to a specific individual. Pose estimation and automatic initialization of ap-

pearance from monocular images is still an open issue. Various methodologies have been proposed

for initialization of appearance based on color mixture models or image patch exemplars. Latest

research on body part detectors has focused on using supervised learning approaches to differen-

tiate an individual body part appearances from the background. But only a small portion of work

has been devoted to the problem of modeling the changes in a person’s appearance during move-

ment. The challenge of fully automatic initialization of model kinematics, shape and appearance

of human pose estimation from monocular images is still open for future research.

2.1.2 Tracking

The tracking of human subjects in video-based applications can be defined by two main processes:

figure-ground segmentation and temporal correspondence. The former is used to differentiate

objects of interest (e.g., people) from the background image. The latter is used to detect the same

objects of interest through a sequence of frames.

In this section, a higher emphasis is given towards segmentation, since it is an important step

for tracking and our PhD work, although temporal correspondence is also covered. Firstly, we give

an overview of background segmentation because it is an initial step in many tracking algorithms.

2.1.2.1 Background segmentation

Until the late 90s, background subtraction was adopted mainly in controlled indoor situations.

Since then, interesting contributions have been proposed and are here divided into background

representation, classification, background updating and background initialization.

Several background representation schemes have been adopted over the years. The Mixture of

Gaussians (MoG) is a standard representation that can be mostly in RGB color space. Still, other

shade spaces, such as isolation of color and intensities (e.g., YUV) (Cucchiara et al., 2003) and

normalized RGB (McKenna et al., 2000) have also been adopted. Utilizing MoG within a 3D color
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space corresponds to ellipsoids or spheres (contingent upon the presumptions on the covariance

matrix) of the Gaussian representations (McKenna et al., 2000; Zhao and Nevatia, 2004). Other

geometric representations are truncated cylinders (Kim et al., 2005) and truncated cones (Fihl

et al., 2006). Thoughtfully diverse representations have likewise been produced. Elgammal et al.

(2000) utilized a kernel-based approach where they represent a background pixel by the individual

pixels of the last N frames while Heikkila and Pietikainen (2006) represented each background

pixel by a bit sequence. Oliver et al. (2000) likewise utilized a pixel’s neighbors to represent the

background. They applied an Eigen space representation of the background and identified new

objects by contrasting the input picture with a picture recreated through the Eigen space. Eng

et al. (2003, 2006) divided a background model learned with respect to time into various non-

overlapping pieces. Heikkila and Pietikainen have likewise connected their texture operator for a

spatio-temporal block-based (covering squares) background segmentation (Heikkilä et al., 2004).

Other spatio-temporal methodologies are proposed by (Monnet et al., 2003; Zhong and Sclaroff,

2003) where an anticipated local region found by an autoregressive methodology represents the

background. The issue of background representation depends mainly on the speed of the response

time, requirements, accuracy and the application. Cucchiara et al. (2003) achieved good results

due to the advanced classification algorithm while he represented each background pixel with only

one value. MoG representation is the most commonly used method but for scenes having dynamic

background, methodologies aiming at dynamic background models should be used e.g., (Monnet

et al., 2003; Sheikh and Shah, 2005).

Regarding background classification, false positives and negatives will regularly occur after

a background subtraction (e.g., due to shadows) (Prati et al., 2003). Utilizing standard filtering

methods focused on elements such as size, morphology and proximity, it is possible to improve

the result (Elgammal et al., 2000; McKenna et al., 2000; Cucchiara et al., 2003; Zhao and Neva-

tia, 2004; Guha et al., 2005; Yang et al., 2005b). Markov Random fields have also been applied

to distinguish foreground from background (Sheikh and Shah, 2005; Schindler and Wang, 2006).

Recent techniques have attempted to use classifiers to separate the pixels into various sub-classes,

such as unaltered background, changes because of auto iris, shadows, highlights and moving ob-

jects (Cucchiara et al., 2003; Chen et al., 2005). Classifiers have been focused on input features

such as color gradients (McKenna et al., 2000), flow information (Cucchiara et al., 2003) and

hysteresis thresholding (Eng et al., 2003).

In an external environment, the value of background pixel will tend to vary over time and hence

an update mechanism is therefore required. A recursive update of the slow changes can be done

by incorporating the current pixel value into the model as a weighted combination (Cucchiara

et al., 2003; Elgammal et al., 2000; McKenna et al., 2000). An alternative technique can be to

measure the overall change in contrast to the expected background and use it for model updation.

For the rapid changes, a new mode of the model needs to be described. For the MoG model, a new

mode is Gaussian distribution. It will have more weight as more pixels (over time) supports this

distribution.

A background model needs to be updated after an initialization stage. Prior methodologies
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imposed that no moving items are available in various consecutive frames and afterward take in

the model parameters in this period. Yet, in real situations, this assumption might be invalid and

more recent strategies have concentrated on the neighborhood of moving objects. In MoG repre-

sentation, moving object during initialization can be accepted up to some extent but this erroneous

distribution will produce more false positives in classification process. An alternative methodol-

ogy is to discover genuine foundation pixels, for instance by using a temporal median filter such

that less than 50% of the values belong to foreground objects (Haritaoglu et al., 2000). Eng et al.

(2003) adopted this approach with a skin detector to discover and remove people from the training

images. Recent methods first divide the pixels in the initialization stage into temporal subinter-

vals with similar values and then the “best” subinterval belonging to background is found as the

subinterval with the minimum average motion (measured by optical flow) (Gutchess et al., 2001)

or the subinterval with the most extreme ratio between the amount of samples in the subinterval

and their variance (Wang and Suter, 2005, 2006).

2.1.2.2 Motion-based segmentation

Motion based figure-ground segmentation is focused around the idea that contrasts in consecutive

images emerge from moving people, i.e., by discovering the movement, you discover the human.

The motion is measured using either flow or image differencing. Sidenbladh (2004) figured optical

flow for a substantial number of picture windows, each one holding a walking human, and used

a Support Vector Machine (SVM) to detect strolling people in videos. Given that optical flow

might be noisy, an alternative is to measure image flow using higher-level entities. For instance,

Gonzalez et al. (2003) tracked Kanade lucas tomasi (KLT)-characteristics to acquire flow vectors,

Sangi et al. (2001) utilized flow vectors from displacements of pixel-blocks, and Bradski and Davis

(2002) discovered flow vectors as gradients in Motion History Images (MHI). Image differencing

adjusts rapidly to changes in the scene, however pixels from a human that has not moved or are

like their neighbors are not identified. Subsequently, an enhanced adaptation is to utilize three

back-to-back pictures (Collins et al., 2000a; Haritaoglu et al., 2000; Viola et al., 2003).

2.1.2.3 Appearance-based segmentation

Segmentation based on human appearance is based on the concept that the appearance of hu-

mans is distinct from the background. Also, distinct individuals have different appearances. The

appearance-based segmentation methodologies work by building an appearance model for every

human and after that either fabricating appearance models of the segmented foreground object in

the current image and contrasting them with the predicted models, or by specifically segmenting

the pixels in the current picture that belong to each model. Some of these systems are autonomous

on the temporal context, implying that the strategies apply a general appearance model of a human,

instead of techniques where the appearance model of the human is educated/overhauled focused

around previous images in the current sequence. Appearance-based segmentation is divided into

temporal context-free and those utilizing temporal context.
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Temporal context-free Temporal context-free appearance segmentation routines are utilized to

detect people in still pictures (Mohan et al., 2001), to detect people entering a scene (Okuma

et al., 2004), or to index images in databases (Ozer and Wolf, 2002). Developments are basi-

cally on utilizing very large training datasets for adapting classifiers. For example, Okuma et al.

(2004) utilized 6000 images to prepare an Adaboost-based machine learner. Some other examples

are using Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) coefficients (Ozer and Wolf, 2002), utilizing partial-

impediment taking care of body-part detectors (Mohan et al., 2001) or the block-based system by

(Utsumi and Tetsutani, 2002). All these methods use a bounding box for detecting humans from

the background. Yet, occlusion and drastic illumination changes will also affect the methods since

they are not dynamic and do not adapt to changes in the scene.

Temporal context In temporal context appearance models, the color of a human is mostly rep-

resented as either a color histogram (McKenna et al., 2000; Comaniciu et al., 2003; Hu et al.,

2004; Okuma et al., 2004; Zhao and Nevatia, 2004; Xu and Puig, 2005) or a MoG (Khan and

Shah, 2000; Kang et al., 2005; Roth et al., 2005; Yang et al., 2005a). Recent developments include

spatial information. For instance utilizing a Correlogram, which is a co-occurrence matrix that

communicates the likelihood of two distinctive colored pixels being found at a certain separation

structure one another (Capellades et al., 2003). An alternate method for adding spatial information

is to divide the human into various sub-regions and show each region with either a color histogram

or a MoG (Mittal and Davis, 2003; Okuma et al., 2004; Roth et al., 2005; Yang et al., 2005a). Hu

et al. (2004) utilized a versatile method to acquire three sub-regions representing the head, torso,

and legs. A more general method is to model the human as various blobs where each blob is a

connected group of pixels having a comparable color (Khan and Shah, 2000; Park and Aggarwal,

2006).

2.1.2.4 Shape-based segmentation

The shape of a human is usually different from the shape of other objects in a scene, therefore,

shape-based segmentation can be subsequently a major cue. In contrast to appearance based mod-

els, shape-based techniques tends to be the same, hence when applied to tracking, a simple cor-

respondence is required. Due to major advances in this field, proper silhouettes can be used to

describe the shape of individuals in images sequences. Moreover, progresses in representation and

segmentation techniques in still images have also been focused. Shape-based segmentation can

also be divided into temporal context-free and temporal context.

Temporal context-free Under a temporal context-free approach, Zhao and Thorpe (2000) used

depth information to extract the silhouettes of people in the image. A Neural Network (NN) is

trained on upright people and used to confirm whether the extracted silhouettes are really related

to humans or not. Leibe et al. (2005) learnt the layouts of walking people and stored them as

various templates. Wu and Yu (2006) took in a prior shape model for human edges and show it as

a Boltzmann distribution in a Markov Field. Dalal and Triggs (2005) utilized SVM to distinguish
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people in a window of pixels. In (Dalal et al., 2006) the work is performed by including motion

histograms. This takes into account people detection when the camera and/or background is mov-

ing. Histogram Of Gradients (HOGs) are identified with Shape Contexts (Belongie et al., 2001)

and SIFT (Scale Invariant Feature Transformation) (Mittal and Davis, 2003).

Temporal context When temporal context is contemplated, shape-based routines could be con-

nected to track people with respect to time. Haritaoglu et al. (2000) performed a binary edge

correspondence between the blueprints of the silhouettes in the last frame and the prompt sur-

roundings in the current image. Davis et al. (2000) utilized a Point Distribution Model (PDM) to

show the layout of the human. A comparable methodology is seen in (Koschan et al., 2003) where

the dynamic shape model is applied to discover a fit in the current frame. Atsushi et al. (2002)

used an ellipse to model the pose of human in the previous frame and foresee nine conceivable

stances of the human into the current frame. Each of these is corresponded with the silhouettes

in the current image so as to characterize the current stance of the human. Krüger et al. (2005)

correlated the extracted silhouette with a hierarchy of silhouettes of walking persons. At run-time,

a Bayesian tracking structure simultaneously gauges the translation, scale, and sort of silhouette.

In case of partial occlusions, the shape-based techniques fails due to lack of global shape infor-

mation. Thus, recent studies include methods to detect human only from a few parts of the whole

shape (Wu and Nevatia, 2005).

2.1.2.5 Depth-based segmentation

Finally, turning to depth-based segmentation, systems are either built straightforwardly with re-

spect to assessed 3D information for the scene (Ivanov et al., 2000; Haritaoglu et al., 2002; Hayashi

et al., 2004; Yang et al., 2004; Lim et al., 2005) or in a roundabout way by joining distinctive cam-

era views after features have been extracted (Mittal and Davis, 2002, 2003; Yang et al., 2003;

Iwase and Saito, 2004). The improvements are essentially because of faster computers processing

numerous camera inputs.

Background subtraction might be affected by lighting changes. In this manner, a depth-based

methodology might be taken where the background is demonstrated as a depth model and con-

trasted with estimated depth information for each approaching frame to segment the foreground.

A real-time dense stereo algorithm is still erroneous unless extraordinary equipment is used (Lim

et al., 2005). A methodology to bypass this is the work by (Ivanov et al., 2000) where an online

depth map is not needed. Rather the mapping between pixels in two cameras is learned. Different

developments in human detection focused around depth information incorporate the work by (Har-

itaoglu et al., 2002), where depth information is obtained by roof-mounted cameras anticipated to

the ground-plane. Mittal and Davis (2002, 2003) identified people utilizing an appearance-based

system in every camera view. Yang et al. (2003) joined silhouettes from distinctive cameras into

a visual structure. Iwase and Saito (2004) applied various cameras to detect and track numer-

ous individuals. In every camera the feet of every individual are recognized utilizing background

subtraction and information of the scene.
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2.1.2.6 Temporal correspondence

One of the essential roles of tracking technique is to discover the temporal correspondences. The

majority of the past tracking algorithms were tested in controlled environments mainly focused

on natural outdoor scenarios and challenges like presence of multiple people and occlusion. One

problem is how to handle multiple people occluding one another and another one is to have a good

figure-ground segmentation. Temporal correspondences before and after occlusion and during

occlusion are discussed in this section.

Regarding the temporal correspondence before and after occlusion, A model of every indi-

vidual must be built before any tracking can begin. Recent strategies aim to make the whole

process automatic. One way is to search for (new) vast foreground objects conceivable close to

the boundaries (Haritaoglu et al., 2000; McKenna et al., 2000; Antonini et al., 2006; Roth et al.,

2005). Subsequently, an individual might be characterized as a foreground object detected far

from any predictions (Capellades et al., 2003). At the point when the tracking has initiated, the

issue is to discover the temporal correspondences between predicted and measured states. Global

optimization is another way that can additionally be applied. Polat et al. (2003) utilized a Multi-

ple Hypothesis Tracker to construct diverse hypothesis each one clarifying all the predictions and

estimations, and picks the hypothesis which is most likely.

Tracking during occlusion is a relatively new research issue. In recent frameworks, the first

undertaking is to detect that an occlusion is present (Capellades et al., 2003). Khan and Shah

(2000) recognized a non-occluded circumstance as one where the detected foreground object is

far way from another. Capellades et al. (2003) characterized a merge as a circumstance where

the total number of foreground items has diminished and where two or more foreground objects

from the previous frame overlap with one foreground object in the current frame. Distinctive

methods for assigning pixels to people throughout impediment have also been proposed. A local

approach is to assign every pixel to the most likely predicted model utilizing a probabilistic strat-

egy (Khan and Shah, 2000; Park and Aggarwal, 2006). Global methods attempt to arrange pixels

focused around for instance the suspicion that individuals in a gathering are standing side by side

regarding to the camera. In the work by (McKenna et al., 2000) the depth ordering is discovered

explicitly. Throughout occlusion the probability of every pixel in the foreground item fitting in

with an individual is computed by utilizing Bayes rule. In (Roth et al., 2005) the depth ordering

is focused around accepting a planar floor, where the closest object to the camera has the most

vertical coordinate. Xu and Puig (2005) sumed up this concept by utilizing projective geometry to

discover the line in the picture that relates to the “horizon line” in the 3D scene. The item closest

to the camera is found as the article closest to this horizontal line.

2.1.2.7 Discussion on tracking

Innovations in figure-ground segmentation are largely due to the increased use of surveillance ap-

plications. For instance, the segmentation techniques needs to be adaptive in order to enable a fully
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automatic system to work in uncontrolled environment. This has been to some degree been ac-

complished in background subtraction where analysis of videos has been reported to several hours

(Fihl et al., 2006). Work in this area has begun (Collins et al., 2000b; Davis and Sharma, 2004)

yet nobody has so far been capable to report a fully autonomous system. Moreover, in majority of

surveillance applications, a large numbers of cameras are deployed to cover the scene of interest

at satisfactory resolution. Systems for tracking across different cameras and self-calibration are

being researched (Atsushi et al., 2002; Kang et al., 2005; Khan et al., 2001), yet once more, no

completely independent system has been reported.

Another progress in this field is to apply spatial information in the color-based appearance

models, for instance to divide each foreground object into a group of regions each having a color

representation (Hu et al., 2004; Khan and Shah, 2000; Mittal et al., 2002) or by correlograms

(Capellades et al., 2003; Huang et al., 1999). This can help in accurate tracking and detection of

individuals in presence of multiple people and occlusion. An accurate appearance model might

also fail if there are illumination changes.

The current focus on natural scenes has likewise prompted progresses within techniques for

temporal correspondence, particularly taking care of the occlusion problem. Advances are prin-

cipally because of the utilization of the probabilistic strategies, for instance to segment pixels to

individuals during occlusion (Khan and Shah, 2000; McKenna et al., 2000; Park and Aggarwal,

2006) and furthermore, to deal with numerous uncertainties and hypothesis utilizing stochastic

sampling techniques (Hu et al., 2004; Okuma et al., 2004; Polat et al., 2003). In fact, tracking and

concurrent segmentation can be solved by using stochastic sampling methods. It is expected that

future will be founded with this technique since it binds together tracking and segmentation and

the associated uncertainties.

The utilization of basic and common benchmark data has started to outline progress. It has

been clear from speech community for many years and recently in face recognition community,

generally adequate benchmark data can help to focus on research. In the field of tracking, PETS

and VS-PETS datasets have been used in many research works.

2.1.3 Pose estimation

Pose estimation alludes to the methodology of evaluating the arrangement of the underlying kine-

matic or skeletal articulation structure of an individual. Pose estimation algorithms can be divided

into three categories based on the human model usage (Moeslund and Granum, 2001; Moeslund

et al., 2006):

• Model free – when no prior model is used and most techniques track body parts in 2D or

map 2D sequences of picture perceptions into a 3D pose;

• Indirect model use – when a prior model within posture estimation is used (e.g., human

body part labeling utilizing aspect ratios between limbs or posture distinguishment;
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• Direct model use – when an explicit 3D geometric representation of human shape and kine-

matic structure is used to reproduce posture; most direct model approaches use an analysis-

by-synthesis strategy to enhance the closeness between the model projection and observed

pictures.

The three major research directions which received the most attention are: the incorporation of

learning motion models in pose estimation to constrain the recovered 3D human motion; the in-

troduction of probabilistic approaches to detect body parts and assemble part configurations in the

model-free category; and the use of stochastic sampling techniques in model-based analysis-by-

synthesis to improve robustness of 3D pose estimation.

2.1.3.1 Model free

A late pattern to overcome confinements of tracking over long sequences has been the examination

of direct posture detection on individual image frames. Two methods have been researched which

fall into this class: probabilistic assemblies of parts, when individual body parts are initially de-

tected and after that gathered to gauge the 2D pose; and example-based routines which specifically

take in the mapping from 2D image space to 3D model space. Both of these are discussed briefly.

Probabilistic congregations of parts have been presented for direct bottom up 2D posture

estimation by first locating likely areas of body parts and afterward gathering these to get the

configuration which best matches the observations. A potential point of interest of location over

tracking is that the stance might be assessed autonomously at each frame, permitting posture es-

timation for fast movements. Temporal information may be consolidated to gauge reliable stance

arrangements over sequences. Using the concept of “body plans” to represent humans, (Felzen-

szwalb and Huttenlocher, 2000; Ioffe and Forsyth, 2001) utilized pictorial structures to gauge 2D

body part arrangements from image sequences. Probabilistic assemblies of body part detectors

(face, hands, arms, legs, and torso) have been researched for bottom up estimation of entire body

2D stance in individual frames or sequences. Individual body parts are distinguished utilizing 2D

shape (Roberts et al., 2004), SVM classifiers (Ronfard et al., 2002), Adaboost (Micilotta et al.,

2005), and locally initialized appearance models (Ramanan et al., 2005).

Various example-based methods for human posture estimation have been proposed which com-

pares the observed image and a database of samples. To overcome limits of tracking, analysts have

used example-based methods which specifically lookup the mapping from silhouettes to 3D stance

(Shakhnarovich et al., 2003; Agarwal and Triggs, 2004a; Howe, 2004; Sminchisescu et al., 2005).

Example-based methods use the mapping between images and pose space giving a compelling

mechanism for straightforwardly evaluating 3D stance. Normally these methodologies endeavor

rendering of motion capture data to give training examples with known 3D stance. A limitation

of current example-based method is the limitation to the stances or motions utilized for training.

Broadening to a more extensive vocabulary of movements may result in ambiguities in the map-

ping. Recent works have focused on pose estimation from a single image. Hua et al. (2005)
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presented a method for 2D stance estimation from a single image utilizing bottom up features cues

together with a Markov network to model part configurations.

2.1.3.2 Indirect model use

Several works have focused on direct reconstruction of both model shape and motion from the

visual-hull without a prior model. For instance, Mikić et al. (2002, 2003) presented a coordinated

framework for automatic recuperation of both a human body model and motion from numerous

perspective image sequences. An extended Kalman filter is then utilized for human motion recon-

struction between frames. A voxel labeling method is utilized to provide substantial information

between inter-frame movements. Cheung et al. (2003) first reconstructed a model of the kinematic

structure, shape, and appearance of an individual and afterward utilized this to gauge the 3D devel-

opment. Starck and Hilton (2005) focused on another method i.e., full 3D-to-3D flexible surface

matching utilizing spherical mapping.

2.1.3.3 Direct model use

Recreation of human posture from a solitary perspective image succession is significantly more

troublesome than either the issue of 2D stance estimation or 3D posture estimation from numerous

perspectives. To solve the uncertainty in monocular human movement recreation extra require-

ments on kinematics and movement are commonly adopted (Bregler et al., 2004). Probabilistic

methods utilizing congregations of parts together with higher-level knowledge of human kinemat-

ics and shape have additionally been examined for single view 3D posture estimation. Monocular

reconstruction of complex 3D human movement remains an open issue. Recent research has ex-

amined the utilization of learned motion models to give solid priors to oblige the pursuit.

There has been a growing focus towards the use of learned models of human posture and

motion to compel vision-based reconstruction of human recognition from single or numerous per-

spectives. The accessibility of marker-based human motion capture information (Jang, 2002; Inter-

active, 2005) has prompted the utilization of learned models of human motion for both animation

synthesis in animation illustrations and vision-based human motion synthesis. Inverse kinematics

of human motion focused around learned models has already been presented in computer graphics

(Grochow et al., 2004; Ong and Hilton, 2006). Consequent exploration has examined the uti-

lization of learned movement models for 3D motion reproduction mainly from monocular image

sequences to conquer the inalienable visual vagueness. Researches presenting the utilization of

learned statistical models of human motion since 2000 has showed that utilizing solid motion

priors encourages reconstruction of 3D posture sequences from monocular images. To date the

simplification of these methods has been restricted to particular motion models with moderately

little variety in movement and fixed transitions.
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2.1.3.4 Discussion on Pose estimation

As detailed in this section, human pose estimation has been an active research area since a few

years. Various novel methodologies have been proposed for the task of human pose estimation

from monocular images in natural scenes. The introduction of techniques based on 2D pose esti-

mation as a probabilistic assemblies of parts have accomplished significant advances for occluded

natural scenes, for instance, sports or film footage (Felzenszwalb and Huttenlocher, 2000; Hua

et al., 2005; Ioffe and Forsyth, 2001; Micilotta et al., 2005). These methodologies rely on detec-

tion of body parts, for example, face, hands or limbs independent of each image frame.

Likewise there has been significant advances in the utilization of example-based methods to

learn the mapping from 2D image features e.g., silhouettes to 3D pose (Agarwal and Triggs, 2004a;

Howe, 2004; Shakhnarovich et al., 2003). These techniques normally employ databases of human

motion capture data to render images of a model in distinct poses facilitating known 2D image

to 3D pose correspondence. At present, example-based methods are confined to fixed classes of

movement and range viewpoints used in training. A future challenge is to broaden these techniques

to view invariant 3D pose estimation. There is a likelihood of merging learnt 2D to 3D mapping

with 2D pose detection for obtaining 3D pose estimation in occluded scenes from monocular

single or multiple image frames.

Model based pose estimation that utilize analysis-by-synthesis technique for the estimation of

3D pose from multiple view images have concentrated on reliable recovery of complex movements

(Carranza et al., 2003; Deutscher et al., 2000; Kehl et al., 2005). Compelling advances have been

achieved by the utilization of stochastic sampling and search techniques for the reconstruction of

movement from multiple views. In addition, using stochastic sampling in 3D pose estimation from

monocular image sequences has achieved reconstruction in cluttered scenes. However, monocular

reconstruction of complex 3D human movement remains an open research problem. Learnt models

of human motions have been utilized enormously for the problem of monocular reconstruction by

providing strong priors on motion (Agarwal and Triggs, 2004b; Sidenbladh et al., 2000; Sigal

et al., 2004). As of now, learnt models are confined to specific classes of motion. The extension

of learnt models for the reconstruction of general human movement remains an open issue.

In the course of recent years there have been huge advances in the scope of human movement

which can be reconstructed from either monocular or multiple view image sequences. A shortcom-

ing of existing research work which ought to be focused in future is the comparative analysis of

distinct approaches on common datasets and performance evaluation of accuracy against ground

truth.

2.1.4 Recognition

This section is organized according to a visual abstraction hierarchy system yielding the accompa-

nying: scene interpretation, where the whole picture is interpreted without distinguishing specific

items or people; holistic recognition, where either the whole human body or individual body parts
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are requisitioned for recognition; and action primitives and grammars, where an action hierarchy

of importance offers ascent to a semantic depiction of a scene.

2.1.4.1 Scene interpretation

Numerous methods consider the camera view in general and endeavor to learn and perceive activ-

ities basically by observing the motion of objects without fundamentally knowing their identity.

This is sensible in situations when the items are little enough to be shown as points on a 2D plane.

Stauffer and Grimson (2000) presented a full scene interpretation framework which permits

location of irregular circumstances. The framework extracts features, i.e., 2D position and speed,

size and binary silhouettes. In Eng et al. (2003) a swimming pool surveillance framework is re-

searched. From each of the discovered and tracked object’s features, for example, posture, speed,

submersion index, an activity index, and a splash index, are extracted. These features are fed into

a multivariate polynomial system to recognize water crisis events. Boiman and Irani (2007) ap-

proached the issue of detecting irregularities in a scene as an issue of composing newly observed

data utilizing spatio-temporal patches fetched from previously seen visual samples. They extracted

small image and video patches which are utilized as local descriptors. Junejo et al. (2004) depicted

a method to focus on dynamic data for scene interpretation. Their strategy can recognize items

traversing spatially different paths or items traversing spatially proximal paths but with distinctive

spatio-temporal attributes. In Chowdhury and Chellappa (2003); Vaswani et al. (2003) action tra-

jectories are modeled utilizing flexible shapes and a dynamic model that describes the variation

in the shape structure. Chowdhury and Chellappa (2003) utilized a subspace technique to model

activities as a linear blending of 3D basis shapes. A comparative complex research is done by (Xi-

ang and Gong, 2006). They showed a unified bottom-up and top-down method to model complex

activities of different objects in occluded scenes. Liu and Chua (2003) presented a Hidden Markov

Model (HMM) for perceiving multi-agent activities.

2.1.4.2 Holistic recognition approaches

Different methodologies using global body structure and dynamics are concerned with the recog-

nition of basic actions, for example, running and walking. Very nearly all systems are silhouette

or contour-based. Consequent systems are for the most part holistic, e.g., the whole silhouette or

contour is, no doubt considered without recognizing individual body parts.

In (Wang et al., 2003) the silhouette of a human is computed and afterward unwrapped by

evenly sampling the contour. Next, the separation between each contour point and its center of

gravity is processed. The unwrapped contour is then processed by Principal Components Analysis

(PCA). BenAbdelkader et al. (2002) utilized a variety of co-occurence procedures. After applying

a suitable time-wrapping and normalization with respect to scale, a self similarity plot is computed

where silhouette pictures of the sequences are pairwise correlated. PCA is applied to decrease the

dimensionality of these plots and a k-Nearest Neighbor (k-NN) classifier is applied in Eigen space

for recognition. Foster et al. (2003) extracted, emboxed, and standardized silhouettes. At that
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point, a set of binary masks are characterized and the region of the silhouettes inside the mask is

computed to give a dynamic signature of the observed an individual for each mask. Kale et al.

(2004); Ekinci (2006) used a HMM to model the dynamics of individual gait. An HMM is trained

for every person in the database. Yam et al. (2002) examined the relationship between walking

and running. They characterized a gait signature focused on frequency examination of thigh and

lower leg rotations.

While a substantial number of papers recognize people based on their dynamics, the same

features can additionally be utilized to recognize what the individual is doing. A initial work in

this context has been done by (Efros et al., 2003). They endeavor to recognize basic actions of

individuals whose pictures in the video are just 30 pixels tall and where the video quality is poor.

They utilized a set of features that are focused around blurred optic flow (blurred motion channels).

To start with, the individual is tracked so the image is stabilized amidst a tracking window. The

blurred motion channels are computed on the residual motion derived from the motion of the body

parts. Spatio-temporal cross-correlation is utilized for matching with a database.

Of further interest is the upgrade where complex actions might be alterably made out of the

set of straightforward actions. Robertson and Reid (2005) endeavor to comprehend actions by

building a hierarchical framework that is focused on reasoning with HMMs and belief networks

on a higher level and on a lower level with features, such as, position and velocity as action

descriptors. Their action descriptor is focused around the work by (Efros et al., 2003). The system

can yield qualitative data, for example, walking left to right on the sidewalk.

A substantial research has focused on space-time volumes. One of the main methods is to

utilize spatio-temporal XT-slices from a picture volume XYT (Ricquebourg and Bouthemy, 2000;

Rittscher et al., 2002) where explained motions of a human might be connected with a regular

trajectory pattern. Bobick and Davis pioneered the introduction of temporal templates (Bobick

and Davis, 2001). They proposed a representation and recognition theory that is focused around

motion energy images (MEI) and MHI. Bradski and Davis (2002) got the thought of MHI and

created timed MHI (tMHI) for motion segmentation. A similar approach to (Bobick and Davis,

2001) was performed in (Masoud and Papanikolopoulos, 2003). A full and hierarchical human

identification framework is presented by (Ozer and Wolf, 2002). They approached tracking, pos-

ture estimation and action recognition issue in an integrated way. An alternate methodology is that

of “Actions Sketches” or “Space-Time Shapes” in the 3D XYT volume. Yilmaz and Shah (2005)

proposed to utilize Spatio-Temporal Volumes (STV) for action recognition: the 3D contour of an

individual gives rise to a 2D projection. Gao et al. (2004) considered a smart room application. A

dining room action examination is performed by consolidating motion segmentation with tracking.

They utilized motion segmentation focused around optical flow and Random Sample Consensus

(RANSAC) algorithm. At that point, they consolidated the motion segmentation with a tracking

method which is sensitive to subtle motion. Keeping in mind the end goal to recognize activities,

they recognized overwhelming directions of relative movements.

Several works are concerned with the recognition of activities focused around the dynamics

and settings of individual body parts. A few methods, e.g., (Davis and Taylor, 2002), begin with
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silhouettes and detect the body parts utilizing a system inspired by the W4-framework (Haritaoglu

et al., 2000). Others utilized 3D-model based body tracking methods where the recognition of

(frequently occasional) activity is utilized as a loop-back to help posture estimation. Different

methods bypass the vision issue by utilizing a motion capture framework within request to have the

capacity to concentrate on the action issues (Davis and Gao, 2004; Parameswaran and Chellappa,

2006). In a work aligned with (Wang et al., 2003), Wang et al. (2004) presented a method where

contours are extracted and a mean contour is computed to represent the static contour information.

Dynamic data is extracted by utilizing a detailed model made out of 14 rigid body parts, every one

represented by a truncated cone. Particle filtering is utilized to process the probability of a posture

given an input image. For classification, a k-NN was used. Ren and Xu (2002) used as an input a

binary silhouette from which they detect the head, torso, hands, and elbow angles. At that point,

a primitive-based coupled HMM is utilized to recognize natural complex and predefined actions.

They extend their work in (Ren et al., 2004) by presenting primitive-based Dynamic Bayesian

Networks (DBNs).

Gritai et al. (2004) addressed the invariant recognition of human activities, and researched

the utilization of anthropometry to give constraints on matching. Their work is focused around

a point-light display like representation where a pose is shown through a set of points in 3D

space. (Davis and Gao, 2003, 2004) aimed to perceive properties from visual target cues, e.g.,

the sex of an individual or the weight of a conveyed article is assessed from how the people

move. So as to distinguish specific body parts, Fanti et al. (2005) gave the structure of a human as

model information. To discover the undoubtedly model arrangement with input information, they

exploited appearance information which remains invariant inside the same setting. Expectation

maximization is utilized for unsupervised learning of the parameters and structure of the model

for a specific activity and unlabeled input information. Action is then recognized by greatest

probability estimation. Ning et al. (2006) used a parabola to model the shoulders of a human.

Fisher discriminant analysis (FDA) on the parabola parameters are utilized to detect shrugs.

2.1.4.3 Action primitives and grammar

There is solid neurobiological confirmation that human activities and actions are straightforwardly

connected with the “motor control” of the human body (Rizzolatti et al., 2001; Giese and Poggio,

2003).

Related ongoing research aiming imitation distinguishes a set of motor primitives that model

the visually perceived activity, which allows interpreting and recognizing activities in a video

scene through a chain of primitives namely, straightforward activities and actions.

Jenkins and Mataric (2002) recommended to apply a spatio-temporal non-linear dimension re-

duction system on manually segmented human motion capture information. Comparable segments

are grouped into primitive units, which are summed up into parametrized primitives by interpola-

tion. In the same way, they characterized action units (“behavior units”), which might be summed

up into actions. Billard et al. (2004); Calinon and Billard (2004); Calinon et al. (2005) utilized

an HMM-based method to learn trademark peculiarities of repetitively demonstrated movements.
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They recommended to utilize the HMM to combine joint trajectories of a robot. For each joint,

one HMM is utilized. Various distributions endeavor to decouple actions into action primitives and

to interpret actions as an arrangement on the alphabets in order of these action primitives, how-

ever, without the constraints of having to drive a motor controller with the same representation.

Del Vecchio et al. (2003) utilized systems from the dynamical frameworks schema to approach

segmentation and classification. System identification techniques are used to derive analytical er-

ror analysis and performance estimates. Once the primitives are detected then an iterative approach

is used to find the sequence of primitives for a novel action.

Some researchers focused on the action representation by taking a vision-based method, such

as performed by (Rao et al., 2002) that proposes a view-invariant representation of actions focused

around dynamic moments and intervals. Dynamic moments are utilized as primitives of actions,

which are figured from discontinuities of 2D hand trajectories. An interval shows the time period

between two element moments (key poses). Ivanov and Bobick (2000) recommended utilizing

stochastic parsing for a semantic representation of an activity. They discovered that for a few ac-

tions, where it comes to semantic or temporal ambiguities or inadequate information, stochastic

methods may not be efficient to model complex activities and actions. They proposed decoupling

actions into primitive segments and utilizing a stochastic parser for recognition. Lv and Nevatia

(2006) presented an interesting method to break down the extensive joint space into a set of pecu-

liarity spaces, where every feature corresponds to a solitary joint or combination of related joints.

They utilized HMMs to recognize each activity class focused around the features and an Adaboost

classifier to detect and recognize the peculiarities.

2.1.4.4 Discussion on recognition

The field of human action recognition has gained extensive attention over the couple of years. It

is obvious from the published studies that the significant interest lies in the field of surveillance

and the related action understanding problems. While some research studies focus on interpreting

actions without explicitly considering humans, others discuss the dynamics of human explicitly.

In the latter, a vast consideration is given to rather basic human actions like walking, sitting and

running. Only, a small portion of research is focused beyond these simple actions into motion

interpretation where the context of scene and the interaction with other humans is taken into ac-

count (Ivanov and Bobick, 2000; Park and Aggarwal, 2004; Robertson and Reid, 2005; Xiang and

Gong, 2006). More significant work is expected to appear in this domain and the approaches will

be interesting as they are probably going to bridge the traditional field with the field of artificial

intelligence. On the other hand, a good comprehension of these basic actions is vital before they

can be consolidated into more complex actions. The issues are still there, e.g., in the invariances

with respect of speed, viewing angle, and variation between individuals (Elgammal and Lee, 2004;

Sheikh et al., 2005; Veeraraghavan et al., 2006).

Another huge part of the discussed articles draws some of their inspiration from neuroscien-

tific studies (Giese and Poggio, 2003; Rizzolatti et al., 1997, 2001) and work explicitly on action

primitives and grammar (Ivanov and Bobick, 2000; Park and Aggarwal, 2004; Yamamoto et al.,
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2006) and the strong association between action synthesis and action recognition (Billard et al.,

2004; Calinon and Billard, 2004; Calinon et al., 2005; Dariush, 2003; Schaal, 1999). As majority

of these works are devoted to action primitives, better knowledge of action primitives is also re-

quired in this context, e.g., to generalize the HMM as proposed by Billard and Calinon (Berclaz

et al., 2006; Calinon and Billard, 2004; Calinon et al., 2005).

2.2 Trajectory destination area prediction

Due to advances in information technology (e.g., big data, Internet of things), human activities

are increasingly being automatically recorded in a digital form. In particular, digital cameras are

widely used in indoor and outdoor locations, leading to a growing demand of intelligent systems

to analyze human behavior from video data (Mabrouk and Zagrouba, 2017). Often, these systems

address one or more of these three intelligent video analysis aspects: abnormal event detection

(e.g., intrusion, loitering, accidents) (Mabrouk and Zagrouba, 2017; Cermeño et al., 2018); person

identification and tracking (e.g., gender detection, person entering into a commercial store, person

walking path) (Duque et al., 2007; Afsar et al., 2015a; Cortez et al., 2016a); and activity modeling

(e.g., cooking, running, using a smartphone) (Afsar et al., 2015a). There are several real-world

application domains that can potentially benefit from such video analysis, such as: security, health

and well-being (Mabrouk and Zagrouba, 2017); gamming (Afsar et al., 2015a); and marketing and

retail management (Cortez et al., 2016a).

The pedestrian trajectory destination estimation, can be related with all three video analysis

aspects. The final location of a walking person is a relevant component of pedestrian tracking sys-

tems, which can also be used to generate data for the prediction models. Moreover, several pedes-

trian destination locations can be associated with activities (e.g., cashier machine for payment,

automatic teller machine for cash withdrawal) or abnormal events (e.g., violation of a restricted

area, person crossing a railway).

Given the importance of this topic, several works have been proposed for pedestrian trajectory

prediction. For instance, Luber et al. (2010) combined a tracker with a dynamic pedestrian model

for more realistic human motion predictions, reaching interesting performances when collecting

data using small scenes and laser scanners. Yamaguchi et al. (2011) proposed social force mod-

els, which consider interactions between individuals, in order to predict pedestrian destination.

Kratz and Nishino (2012) predicted the next local space motion based on previous observed video

frames, aiming to track individuals in crowded complex scenes. Kim et al. (2015) approached

next pedestrian trajectory positions using human velocity features and scene obstacles computed

from video frames. More recently, Fernando et al. (2017) used deep learning neural network that

combined both individual and neighborhood data to predict future pedestrian motion. In the same

year, Lee et al. (2017) proposed a deep stochastic framework for predicting vehicle and pedes-

trian motion trajectories, using historical features related with both individual and neighborhood

motion.
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Most of the previous works aim to predict continuous pedestrian trajectory, either set in terms

of the next space motion (e.g., (Kratz and Nishino, 2012; Kim et al., 2015)) or full trajectory

shape (e.g., (Fernando et al., 2017; Lee et al., 2017)), thus adopting regression tasks. In this

dissertation, and similarly to the work of (Yamaguchi et al., 2011), we follow a computationally

simpler approach where we directly predict the final pedestrian destination in the scene and thus

can be viewed as an activity multi-class classification modeling task. We assume that a recorded

scene contains a set of few destinations, each defined in terms of a static region of interest (e.g.,

door, leisure space or restricted area). Depending on the real-world application, it is reasonable to

assume that such destinations can be previously defined by the domain user for a specific video

scene (e.g., exit door, entrance of commercial store, cashier machine) or automatically collected by

analyzing historical human scene entry and exit points. In particular, we assume a passive person

detection system, where a digital camera is installed in such a way that it can capture a wide

area used by pedestrians. We further note that Yamaguchi et al. (2011) used clean preprocessed

video datasets, thus working directly with tracking sequences that were complemented by manual

annotations of scene obstacles (similarly to (Kim et al., 2015)). Moreover, Yamaguchi et al. (2011)

tested only one classifier, Support Vector Machine (SVM). Our proposed system (presented in

Chapter 4) is capable of:

i) works directly with raw video data, recorded on a realistic and semi-constrained environment

(Afsar et al., 2017), related with a university campus outdoor scene with five destination

regions and that included glass reflection, different weather conditions (e.g., rain and wind)

and varying illumination conditions;

ii) extracts motion features (position, velocity, acceleration) from human skeletons that are auto-

matically identified from raw images, which includes the human body center of mass and

head, hands and legs positions, and that proved useful for detecting human activities (e.g.,

walking, sitting) (Afsar et al., 2015a);

iii) its fully automatic, thus it does not require manual annotations of scene obstacles or events;

iv) compares four machine learning classifiers (Multinomial Logistic Regression, Multilayer Per-

ceptron, SVM and Random Forest), under distinct feature extraction and balanced training

setups; and

v) is evaluated using a more realistic growing window procedure, in terms of ahead discrimi-

nation capability, measured in terms of the area of the Receiver Operating Characteristic

(ROC) curve that is obtained through time, before reaching the destination.

2.3 Video datasets

We list eight distinct public datasets that have been used in the literature to test human behavior

detection methods and trajectory prediction.
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2.3.1 KTH action dataset

The KTH action video dataset (Schuldt et al., 2004) holds six sorts of distinctive human activity

classes: boxing, walking, running, jogging, waving, and clapping. Each action class is performed

several times by 25 human subjects, as shown in Figure 2.1. The sequences were recorded in

four separate situations: outdoor, outdoor with scale variation, outside with distinctive attire, and

indoor. The background is homogeneous and static in most arrangements. In total, the dataset

comprises of 2391 video samples.

Figure 2.1: Examples of actions retrieved from KTH action dataset; source (Schuldt et al., 2004).

2.3.2 Weizmann action dataset

The Weizmann action dataset (Blank et al., 2005) comprises ten distinct action classes: bending

downwards, running, walking, skipping, jumping back, jumping forward, jumping in place, gal-

loping sideways, waving with two hands, and waving with one hand. Examples of some of these

actions are shown as in Figure 2.2. Each activity class is performed once (in some cases twice)

by 9 subjects resulting in a total of 93 video sequences. Like the KTH dataset, the background is

homogeneous and static.

2.3.3 Hollywood action dataset

The Hollywood action dataset (Laptev et al., 2008) holds eight distinctive action classes: answer-

ing the telephone, getting out of the car, hand shaking, hugging, kissing, sitting down, sitting up,

and standing up. Figure 2.3 shows examples of images related with some of these classes. These

actions have been gathered semi-automatically from 32 diverse Hollywood films. The full dataset

holds 663 video samples. It is isolated into a clean training set (219 sequences) and a clean test

set (211 sequences), with training and test sequences acquired from distinctive films.
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Figure 2.2: Examples of the Weizmann action dataset; retrieved from (Gorelick et al., 2007).

Figure 2.3: Examples of the Hollywood action dataset; retrieved from (Laptev et al., 2008).

2.3.4 YouTube action dataset

The YouTube action dataset (Liu et al., 2009) is a more challenging dataset when compared with

the previous ones. This is because it contains a high degree variation in camera motion, object

appearance and pose, object scale, viewpoint, cluttered background, illumination conditions, etc.,

as shown in Figure 2.4. This dataset contains eleven action categories: biking/cycling, diving,

golf swinging, horse back riding, soccer juggling, swinging, tennis swinging, trampoline jumping,

volleyball spiking, and walking with a dog. For each category, the actions are divided into twenty-

five groups, each with more than four action clips in it. The video clips (in MPEG4 format) in

the same group may share some common characteristics (e.g., same actor, background or similar

viewpoint).

2.3.5 UCF action dataset

The UCF dataset (Mikel D. Rodriguez, 2008) consists of a set of actions collected from various

sports that were broadcasted on television (Figure 2.5). The video sequences are obtained from

a wide range of stock footage websites, including BBC motion gallery and GettyImages. The

dataset consists of 200 video sequences with a resolution of 720x480. The collection represents a

natural pool of actions featured in a wide range of scenes and viewpoints. The dataset actions are
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Figure 2.4: Examples of the YouTube action dataset; retrieved from (Liu et al., 2009).

classified into: diving, golf swinging, kicking, lifting, horseback riding, running, skating, swinging

and walking.

Figure 2.5: Examples of the UCF action dataset; retrieved from (Soomro et al., 2012).

2.3.6 CMU mocap dataset

The CMU motion capture database (Guerra-Filho and Biswas, 2012) was built mainly to provide a

source of motion data for animation and other applications. The database contains 2605 different

motion clips of full body Mocap data, as shown in Figure 2.6. The actions have been performed

by a total of 144 subjects (some subjects are the same person) and consist of twenty-three action

categories. The database has no formal structure such that most sessions have different actions.

While one set may have walk actions, other set contains both walk and run actions, and another

set contains basketball moves. Even the same action performed across different sets may not have

been performed in the same way.

2.3.7 Caviar/behave dataset

Within the CAVIAR project (Brdiczka et al., 2005), a number of video clips were recorded acting

out different scenarios of interest. Figure 2.7 shows examples of two scenarios. These scenarios
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Figure 2.6: Examples of the CMU Mocap dataset with marker placement; retrieved from (Jang,
2002).

include people walking alone, meeting with others, window shopping, entering and exiting shops,

fighting and passing out and leaving a package in a public place. The first section of video clips

was filmed for the CAVIAR project with a wide-angle camera lens in the entrance lobby of the

INRIA Labs at Grenoble, France. The resolution is half-resolution PAL standard (384 x 288 pixels,

25 frames per second) and compressed using MPEG2. The file sizes are mostly between 6 and 12

MB, a few up to 21 MB.

Figure 2.7: Examples of the Caviar/Behave dataset; retrieved from (Fisher, 2014).

2.3.8 LIRIS human activities dataset

The LIRIS human activities dataset (Wolf et al., 2012) contains videos (in gray, RGB color for-

mat and with depth data) showing people performing various activities taken from daily life (dis-

cussing, telephone calls, giving an item, etc.). Figure 2.8 shows examples of these activities. The

dataset is fully annotated, where the annotation contains information on the action class and also

about its spatial and temporal positions in the video. The dataset has been shot with two different

cameras: Kinect (subset D1) and Sony consumer camcorder (subset D2).

2.4 Applications

In this section, we list examples of relevant applications that were grouped into 6 classes and that

are detailed in the next subsections. To synthesize this section, Table 2.3 and Table 2.4 shows
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Figure 2.8: Examples of the LIRIS Human activity dataset; retrieved from (Wolf et al., 2012).

the evolution of some representative application works. Table 2.3 was published in (Afsar et al.,

2015a), while Table 2.4 shows some latest research since 2015 in the area of human action recogni-

tion. The table includes some of the application key computational techniques (column Method),

datasets analyzed (column Database) and mentioned limitations (column Limitations) and ad-

vantages (column Advantages).

2.4.1 Human detection using 3D depth images

The detection of humans is a challenging problem due to variation in pose, clothing, lightning con-

ditions and complexity of backgrounds. Several methods are proposed to target this task (Dalal and

Triggs, 2005; Schwartz et al., 2009; Dalal et al., 2006; Ikemura and Fujiyoshi, 2011). Most of the

research is based on images taken by visible light cameras. Some methods use statistical training

based on local features, e.g., gradient-based feature such as HOG, and some involves extracting

interest points in image such as Scale-Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT). High detection accura-

cies were reported for these method, however such performance decreases when the background

is cluttered or there are complex human poses. Depth information is an important input feature

because the object may not have consistent color and texture should occupy a specific region in

space. Range images have several advantages over 2D intensity images, such as being more robust

to change in illumination and color. Also, they are simple forms to represent 3D information. In

the past, these sensors were expensive and difficult to use in human environment due to lasers. The

scenario changed with the spread of cheap and easy to use 3D cameras, such as Microsoft Kinect.

Xu and Fujimura (2003) proposed a new method for detecting objects in a user-specified 3D

zone using a single camera, adopting a new type of depth sensor together with a new depth-slicing

algorithm for detecting objects in various depths. An area of interest for depth data acquisition is

defined and object beyond this range does not appear in the depth image. The camera used was

able to take depth information and gray (color) information simultaneously using the same optical

axis, thereby achieving 3D detection by a single camera. Split-and-merge algorithm is used on

range data for tracking and detecting objects at various distances in the scene. Gray images were
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Table 2.3: Chronological evolution (from 2000 to 2014) of selected application works on auto-
matic visual detection of human behavior.

Reference Method Database Limitations Advantages

(Zhao and
Thorpe, 2000) Feedforward NN

Live video in urban areas
from cameras mounted on
the top of a minivan

Fails with objects similar to
humans, pedestrian color similar to
background and two close persons

Handles occlusion and works in
different weather conditions

(BenAbdelkader
and Davis, 2002)

Non-parametric
background modeling and
frame to frame tracking
using blob detection

Outdoor video sequence
of people carrying objects Stationary camera is used View-invariant and robust to

segmentation and tracking errors

(Xu and
Fujimura, 2003)

Split-merge algorithm,
depth information

Created their own
database

Fails to identify some objects and
human torso for certain poses

Insensitive to changing
background, 3D sensors are used

(Zhou and
Hoang, 2005)

Codebook,
Appearance-based
tracking

Created their own
database

Two persons walking close
classified as one, person entering
the room is classified as an object

Invariant to moving background,
handles occlusion

(Dalal and
Triggs, 2005) HOG, SVM

MIT pedestrian dataset,
created their own dataset
(INRIA) with 1800
persons

Not mentioned
HOG-based method outperforms
wavelet, PCA-SIFT, and
shape-content ones

(Ferrando et al.,
2006)

Hu-Moment analysis for
blob detection, position
and color features for
tracking

Experiments performed in
a laboratory and public
indoor environment

Signals an alarm if an object is
partly occluded by other object Capable of real-time response

(Miaou et al.,
2006)

Connected component
labeling

Created their own
database with 20 persons

Cannot handle two persons
standing side by side and shadow
removal

Omni-cameras are used together
with personal information

(Dalal et al.,
2006)

Appearance and motion
descriptors, SVM

Shots from DVDs and
personal camera

Appearance and motion descriptors
used separately

Insensitive to moving camera and
background

(Klaser et al.,
2008)

HOG 3D descriptor, Bag
of Words (BoWs), Harris
operator, SVM

KTH, Weizmann and
Hollywood Not mentioned Competitive in comparison with

the state of art

(Schwartz et al.,
2009)

Partial Least squares
(PLS), SVM

INRIA, Daimler-Chrysler
and ETHZ pedestrian
datasets

Misclassification in some cases Competitive in comparison with
the state of art

(Xia et al., 2011)
2D edge and 3D shape
detector, and depth
information

Created their own
database using Kinect

Highly dependent on head
detection

Performs well in indoor
environment, can detect human in
the presence of various objects
(e.g., chairs)

(Sung et al.,
2011)

Maximum-entropy
Markov Model (MEMM)
and RGBD sensor
(Kinect)

Created their own dataset
for indoor environments
with Kinect

Occluded data was not included Improved results when the person
was seen before and low otherwise

(Wang et al.,
2011)

Bag of feature, codebook
for each descriptor, SVM

KTH, YouTube, UCF
sport, Hollywood2 Not mentioned Insensitive to camera and

background motion

(Shotton et al.,
2013)

Single depth images for
3D position of body parts,
Kinect

CMU mocap database Not mentioned Competitive in comparison with
the state of art

(Zhang et al.,
2013) Feedforward NN Facial Coding Action

Units (FACU)
Cannot handle compound emotion
(e.g., surprise and anger)

Efficient for developing intelligent
humanoid robots

(Diraco et al.,
2013)

Topological and
Volumetric spatial
representation

Four real-home scenarios Not mentioned Good event and behavior detection,
invariance to viewpoint

(Rahman et al.,
2014)

Negative-space based
feature, k-NN

KTH, Weizmann, fish
action dataset Not mentioned

Handles partial occlusion, small
shadows and corrupted image
sequences
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Table 2.4: Chronological evolution (from 2015 to 2018) of selected application works on auto-
matic visual detection of human behavior.

Reference Method Database Limitations Advantages

(Yao et al., 2015) Fuzzy c-means clustering Weizmann human action
dataset Not mentioned Efficient and can identify complex

actions like “skipping”

(Ding and Liu,
2016)

Gaussian mixture model
with a classification tree,
Kinect microphone array

Created their own audio
dataset

Not generalized, only tested in
office environment

Can recognize three human
actions: Lab meeting, Classmate
chatting, and Lab study interaction

(Aguilar et al.,
2017) Pixel density modeling Avenue, UCSD ped1,

UMN Not mentioned Low computational cost

(Golshan et al.,
2018)

Local field potential (LFP)
signals, STN local field
potentials, MKL-based
SVM classifier

Created their own dataset
Computationally expensive, small
number of tasks/trials for checking
performance

Outperform other methods based
on LFP

used for extracting contextual information as to where the object of interest is, and depth images

are used to extract strong evidence in discontinuity between multiple objects detected in the scene.

The proposed method does not use background subtraction and hence can be applied to method

where camera is non-stationary. The method was tested on various videos (e.g., walking, two

people greeting, box picking).

Xia et al. (2011) proposed a new method for human detection using depth information ob-

tained from Kinect in indoor environments. People were detected using a 2-stage head detection

process, which includes a 2D edge detector and a 3D shape detector to utilize both the edge in-

formation and the relational depth change information in the depth image. From an input depth

array, noise is reduced and 2D chamfer distance matching is used to locate people. Each of these

regions is examined using a 3D head model, which utilizes the additional depth information for

verification. A segmentation method is proposed to segment the human body from the background

and the object connected to it. The overall contour of the person was extracted to recognize the

activity and to perform tracking. The method is tested using Kinect for Xbox 360 in an indoor

environment. Interesting results were reported, but the algorithm has high dependency on accurate

head detection, which implies that if the head is occluded or if the person is wearing a strange

shape, then it will not be detected.

Sung et al. (2011) performed activity recognition using a Kinect camera. Their work showed

reliable performance in detection and recognition activities even in cluttered environment. The

proposed method is based on machine learning techniques and useful features were extracted based

on the estimated skeleton from Kinect. Five different environments were used for experimentation:

office, kitchen, bedroom, bath room, and living room. Experiments showed improved results in

detecting activity when the person was seen before and low otherwise. The limitation to the work

is that occluded data was not included in validation.

Shotton et al. (2013) proposed a new method for predicting human pose by using 3D positions

of body joints. A single depth image is used and information from preceding frames is not consid-

ered. The difficult pose estimation problem is transformed into a simpler per-pixel classification

problem, for which efficient machine learning techniques exist. Computer graphics is used to syn-
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thesize a very large dataset of training images. In order to reduce the demand for training data,

body is divided into parts and per-part estimates are computed to produce single pose estimate.

A classifier is trained that estimate body part labels, invariant to pose, body shape, clothing and

other irrelevances. Finally, re-projecting the classification result and finding local modes obtain

confidence-scored 3D proposals of several body joints. For their early experiments, they employed

CMU Mocap database, which is publicly available. This dataset consist of different motions (e.g.,

interaction with environment, physical activities) and Xbox 360 was used.

2.4.2 Abnormal activity detection

The currently available surveillance cameras, such as Charge-Coupled Device (CCD) cameras,

thermal cameras and night vision devices, are cheap and widely available these days, but it requires

manpower to constantly monitor the video for suspicious event. The videos from these cameras are

sparingly monitored or not at all. Thus, these cameras can be more useful if a computer constantly

monitors it, in order to trigger an event when something suspicious happens in real-time, in what

is known as automated surveillance. Video surveillance is often based on the following stages:

modeling of environment, detection of motion, and classification of moving objects, behavior

understanding and description, and fusion of information from multiple cameras.

With the help of using multiple cameras, the problem of occlusion can be solved but it further

introduces problems like installing multiple cameras, object matching, object calibration, auto-

matic camera switching and data fusion. Ferrando et al. (2006) proposed a method for detecting

abandoned or missing object from a scene. This is an important area and has major applications

especially in crowded environments (e.g., airports, stations, sorting events and public areas). The

proposed video-based surveillance aims at supporting a human operator by signaling an alarm

when a critical situation occurs, such as detection of an abandoned object. Low-level module is

used for updating the background if any change has occurred. Background updating is performed

by information from high-level module. Blobs classified as abandoned object are excluded from

updating to preserve their position in the following scenes while blobs as stolen objects are ab-

sorbed immediately in the background. In some countries, where the number of elderly people

increases, the nursing demand also increases. A particular interest is the automatic detection of

accidents. Indeed, Miaou et al. (2006) highlighted that around 70% of accident falls are pre-

ventable and proposed a MapCam (omni-camera) together with the personal information of an

individual (e.g., age, sex, weight) to detect elderly fall. The omni camera was connected to a PC

server that observed the images and sent suspicious events to PCs or smartphones. The propose

system used a clean background image, when there are no object or moving people. For the ob-

jects of interest in the foreground, background subtraction is done. Morphological operators are

used for the removal of noise. The system then uses connected component labeling to obtain the

area, height and width of each object. A simple decision fall threshold was set to determine if a

person was falling.
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2.4.3 Action recognition from video

Body motion is highly relevant for action recognition but video motion can also occur due to

background or camera motion. To overcome the problem of camera motion, Wang et al. (2011)

introduced a local descriptor that focuses on foreground motion. Their work shows that motion

boundaries encoded along the trajectories significantly out perform the state-of-the-art descriptors.

For action recognition, local descriptors based on normalized pixel values, brightness gradi-

ents and windowed optical flow were evaluated by (Dollár et al., 2005). Experiments on three

datasets (e.g., KTH) have shown best results for gradient descriptors. These descriptors were

computed by concatenating all gradient vectors in a region or by building histogram on gradient

component. Such descriptors suffer from sensitivity to illumination changes. In (Klaser et al.,

2008), descriptors on gradient orientation are used because they are robust to changes in illumi-

nation. These descriptors were based purely on spatio-temporal 3D gradients that are robust and

cheap to compute. Orientation quantization is performed up to 20 bins by using polyhedrons.

They also proposed integral histograms for memory-efficient computation of features at arbitrary

and temporal scales. The video sequence is represented as Bag of Words (BoWs) using sparse

space-time features. A sparse set of spatio-temporal interest points is obtained by a space-time

extension of the Harris operator. Features are sampled at multiple spatial and temporal scales. The

BoWs require creating a visual vocabulary. For representation, all features of the video sequence

were assigned to the closest vocabulary work (using Euclidean distance), producing histograms

of visual word occurrences that were used for classification by SVM method. They compared

their work with the state-of-the-art on three action datasets (KTH, Weizmann and Hollywood),

obtaining competitive results.

Local features are popular way for representing videos. They achieve state-of-the-art results

for action classification when combined with bag-of-features representation. Wang et al. (2011)

proposed an efficient way to extract dense trajectories. The trajectories are obtained by tracking

densely sampled points using optical flow fields. The number of tracked points can be sealed

easily, as dense flow field are already computed. Global smoothness constraints are imposed

among the points in dense optical flow fields, which result in more robust trajectories than tracking

or matching points separately.

Problems occur in action recognition due to motion of camera, noisy background, cluttered

background, changing of viewpoint, and geometric and photometric variances of objects. Rah-

man et al. (2014) proposed an implicit method for recognizing action from videos that used the

surrounding area to detect an object (called negative space). Features were extracted from this neg-

ative space and that work well in the presence of twist actions, such as partial occlusions, complex

boundary variation and small shadows. Another system was additionally proposed to recognize

cycles of diverse actions automatically. First, an input image was segmented from the background

and shadows were removed from the segmented image. Then, motion based features were figured

out from the sequence. Next, negative space based descriptors of each pose were collected to form

an action descriptor. These actions were recognized by applying k-NN classifier and the whole
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system was tested on two datasets.

2.4.4 Player modeling and robotics

In the recent years, player modeling is also receiving much attention from the gaming commu-

nity. Developing accurate models of player behavior can be helpful in many scenarios. These

systems can help to track the player behavior along time, informing the system each time when

a player change his behavior. In this way, artificial intelligence methods can better adapt itself to

the changing behavior of the player. Different machine learning techniques have been used over

the time to build models of human behavior. Vallim et al. (2013) proposed a method that uses

incremental learning technique to track a player’s behavior during his interaction with the game.

A change detection technique from the area of stream mining was applied based on an incremen-

tal clustering and novelty detection method. Different simulations were performed on the data

produced by Unreal tournament game, showing that the proposed method can detect changes in

playing behavior.

Being able to identify what people are doing can be helpful in making personal assistant robots.

These robots help in tracking daily life routines (e.g., cooking, cleaning house). Human activities

are composed of sub-activities. For instance, to drink water, one needs to take a glass, pour water in

it, tilt the glass and put it back. Giving robots the ability to interpret human activity is an important

step towards enabling human to interact with robots in a natural way, as well as enabling a robot

to be a more useful personal assistant. Work done previously on activity classification was mainly

done using 2D video, which led to a low accuracy.

In order to make successful human robot interaction, it is very important that the robot un-

derstands the human expressions and responds in a similar way. Zhang et al. (2013) proposed

an intelligent system for humanoid robots based on an NN, for facial recognition, and Latent Se-

mantic Analysis, for identifying topics embedded in user conversations. Their work incorporated

the Facial Action Coding system for describing physical cues and anatomical knowledge of facial

behavior for detecting the six basic emotions (neutral, anger, sad, disgust, happiness, fear and

surprise).

2.4.5 Pedestrian detection and in-home scenarios

Detection of humans in films and videos is a challenging problem due to the motion of subjects,

camera and background, and the variation in pose, illumination, appearance, clothing, and back-

ground clutter. Dalal et al. (2006) proposed a detector that could be used to analyze film, TV

content or to detect pedestrians from a moving car. Their main aim was to develop a system in

which the background and the camera move as much as the people move. The study focused on de-

tection of people who are upright and fully visible against a background that may be stationary or

moving. A linear SVM was used as a baseline classifier. The person features combined appearance

descriptors extracted from a single frame of video with motion descriptors extracted either from
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optical flow or spatio-temporal derivatives. The classifier was trained to make person/non-person

decisions using a set of manually labeled training windows.

Diraco et al. (2013) proposed a method for recognizing human posture in several in-home

scenarios. A time-of-flight sensor was used in privacy to acquire 3D point cloud sequences while

preserving modality and near real-time processed with lower power embedded PC. To cope with

different application requirements in terms of discrimination capabilities, covered distance range

and processing speed, a two-fold discrimination methodology was used exploiting both volumetric

and topological spatial representation. The approach was tested on four different real-home scenar-

ios related with ambient assisted living and home care fields, namely dangerous event detection,

anomalous behavior detection, activity recognition, natural human-ambient interaction and also

in-variance to viewpoint changes. The high quality results were achieved, with high classification

rates around 97%.

2.4.6 Person tracking and identification

After motion detection, object tracking is performed from one frame to another in the image se-

quence. The tracking algorithms generally have considerable intersection with motion detection

during processing. Tracking over time usually involves observing features such as points, blobs

or lines in consecutive frames. Behavior understanding is the process of recognizing and analysis

of motion patterns and producing high-level description of action and interaction among moving

objects (Ko, 2008). To track individuals, a human model must be made. Human model incorpo-

rates human characteristics, such as color, aspect ratio, edge and velocity, to take care of the issue

of occlusion. Kalman filter based strategies and manifestation based systems were proposed in the

early works (Senior et al., 2006).

Zhou and Hoang (2005) developed a robust system for the detection and tracking of human

beings. Their system is able to work in tough situations, such as sudden light change, heavy

shadow and tree shaking. Codebook is used to model the shape of human and color histogram

is used to model human features. The developed system was based on YUV color space to save

the CPU usage. Background subtraction was adopted for foreground detection and then shadow

detection was applied. Morphological operators were used to filter out the camera noise and

irregular motions. Blobs were segmented from the foreground mask image and blob merge was

used to form the whole object.

A common problem in tracking is drifting. To avoid this problem Wang et al. (2011) used

some threshold on the number of frames used. Four action datasets were used in their work (KTH,

YouTube, Hollywood2 and UCF). A codebook was constructed for each descriptor separately,

namely trajectory, HOG, Histogram of Flow (HOF) and Motion Boundary Histogram (MBH).

The number of visual words per descriptor was fixed to 4000. For limiting the complexity, a

k-means cluster of a subset with 100000 randomly selected training features was adopted. For

classification, a SVM with Gaussian kernel was used.
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2.5 Summary

In this chapter, we give a detailed literature review on “automatic human behavior detection from

video” and “trajectory destination area prediction”. A systematic search was performed using six

major scientific databases and the search query “Human Behavior” or “Human Detection” and

“Video” or “Data”, leading a selection of 201 journal and different conference papers. These

papers were grouped into three main sections: computational detection techniques, public datasets

and applications. Despite such large amount of analyzed papers, the performed review might have

some limitations and does not claim to be exhaustive, since there might be non analyzed related

articles that were not identified by the adopted query, either were available in other scientific

publishing databases or were written in non English languages.

As shown in the previous sections, the field of automatic human behavior detection from video

has received an increasing attention and development in the last few years. Such increase is due

to two main reasons. Firstly, capturing sensors (including video cameras) are becoming more

affordable (including sophisticated 3D cameras), additionally allowing a more automatic and pas-

sive monitoring of human behaviors, where individuals do not need to use special hardware (e.g.,

magnetic trackers) and may not even be aware that they are being observed. Secondly, automatic

human behavior detection can have a high impact in a wide range of human activities, such as

surveillance, gaming, detection of pedestrians and preventing accidents (as shown in Section 2.4).

Considering the presented literature review, we highlight that:

• The topic is very challenging, with an ambitious goal to detect high-level features (e.g.,

erratic movement of an elderly person that might induce an accident) from very low level

raw data (e.g., pixel) in real-time, thus requiring expertise from different disciplines (e.g.,

artificial intelligence and computer vision).

• Most systems adopt several assumptions and limitations (as shown in Table 2.3), in conjunc-

tion with straightforward computational routines, to make the topic tractable. This could be

seen as a sign that this field is still in an initial stage of development.

• SVM and NN are popular machine learning methods for prediction tasks (as shown in Ta-

ble 2.1).

• Research works adapt quickly to video technology advances (as shown in Table 2.1 with use

of Stereo cameras in the 2000s and Kinect cameras in the 2010s).

• While a rapid progress is taking place, with recent frameworks using more advanced train-

ing methods, we are still far from an universal solution for the automatic capturing and

characterization of human behavior.

• In contrast with efforts already made in other computer vision fields (e.g., face recognition),

a robust evaluation needs to be developed. Based on available datasets most frameworks

are tested on less than 1000 frames and several works even create their own (non disclosed)

databases. Table 2.3 also attests wide dispersion on the datasets used.
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• In the future, we expect the development of more fruitful frameworks, less dependent on

non-realistic assumptions, capable of fusing different image descriptors (e.g., motion and

silhouettes) and with more emphasis on depth (3D) information. Also, it is possible that

systems will tend to have a more broad and versatile use of human models. Moreover,

with advances in artificial intelligence, more intelligent systems will be deployed, capable

of self adaptation to changes in the environment and to recover from failure. Finally, as

technology and computational techniques advance and prices decrease, we expect to see

more commercial enthusiasm on this topic, widening even more the range of its practical

applications.
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Chapter 3

Human blob detection and action
recognition

Due to the widespread use of digital cameras, human activity recognition and trajectory destina-

tion prediction from video is becoming a trendy topic in the area of computer vision (Poppe, 2007;

Turaga et al., 2008; Enzweiler and Gavrila, 2009; Geronimo et al., 2010; Afsar et al., 2015a). The

passive and automatic recognition of human actions (e.g., walking, sitting, exhibiting interest,

aggression behavior), from monocular images and videos is a valuable tool in several computer

applications, such as human computer interaction, video content retrieval, virtual reality, analysis

of sports events, video indexing and surveillance. For instance, in (Cortez et al., 2016b) a com-

puter vision system was used to monitor and forecast the entrance of customers into commercial

store, allowing to enhance the store management. Unlike other well defined computer vision tasks

(e.g., motion blur, edge detection), human behavior recognition (e.g., exhibiting interest or aggres-

sion behavior) does not have a clear algorithmic definition and thus this task can be challenging.

The overall framework of this PhD can be divided into two sub modules, as already discussed in

Chapter 1 (see Figure 1.1):

• Human action recognition, and

• Trajectory destination area prediction.

In this chapter we will cover the human action recognition system that is further composed of

human blob detection and human action recognition (Figure 3.1).

3.1 Human action recognition

Automatic human behavior from video is a key tool that can be used for decision support in dis-

tinct applications, such as surveillance, marketing or health care. Recent developments in Infor-

mation and Communication Technologies have increased the interest in this area and currently it is

quite common to have digital cameras for monitoring human activities. The area of human action

recognition can be linked to many other disciplines that analyze human motion from videos. The

45
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recognition of human basic actions (e.g., walking, sitting, jumping, waving hands) from monocular

images and videos is an important task in several applications such as human computer interaction,

video content retrieval and surveillance. Several methods have been proposed for human action

recognition. A detailed survey can be found in (Afsar et al., 2015a). Recently many research work

focus on recovery of human pose, which is considered an important step of view-invariant human

pose recognition. However, 3D pose reconstruction from a single viewpoint is a challenging prob-

lem because of the large number of parameters and the ambiguity caused by perspective projection

(Lv and Nevatia, 2007).

For some activities, there is a huge change in performance. For instance, walking movements

can vary in rate and step length. Likewise, there are anthropometric contrasts between individuals.

Comparable perceptions can be made for different actions, particularly for non-cyclic activities

or activities that are adjusted to environment (e.g., guiding towards a certain location, avoiding

obstacles while taking a walk). A decent human activity recognition methodology ought to have

the capacity to sum up over varieties inside of one class and recognize activities of distinctive

classes. For expanding quantities of action classes, this will be additionally difficult as the overlap

between classes will be higher. In some domains, dissemination over class labels may be a suit-

able option. The environment in which the action execution is performed is a vital source in the

recording. Individual restriction may demonstrate harder in dynamic or cluttered environments.

Besides, parts of the individual may be impeded in the recording. Lighting conditions can further

impact the presence of the individual.

Observing the same action from different angles can also lead to different observations. As-

suming a known camera perspective limits the utilization to static cameras. At the point when var-

ious cameras are utilized, viewpoint issues and issues with impediment can be solved, particularly

when perceptions from numerous perspectives can be consolidated into a steady representation.

Dynamic backgrounds increase the complexity of finding an individual in the image and vigor-

ously watching the motion. At the point when utilizing a moving camera, these difficulties turn

out to be considerably harder. In vision-based human action recognition, every one of these issues

ought to be tended to expressly.

Hidden Markov Model (HMM) has been successively used for speech recognition in training

based approaches. For action recognition, HMM transforms the problem into pattern recognition.

Yamato et al. (1992) was the first to use HMM for action recognition. In their work, HMM was

used to recognize six different tennis strokes among three players. Some recent works (Cucchiara

et al., 2005; Aloysius et al., 2004; Lv and Nevatia, 2007; Chen et al., 2006) have also shown that

HMM performs well for action recognition. HMM is a stochastic state transition model that model

action recognition by training. For an action recognition, the HMM which best matches an action

is chosen. It achieves high recognition rates and requires low processing time.

Over the years researchers have explored different methods for action recognition. In 1975,

Johansson’s experiment showed that human can recognize activity with extremely compact ob-

servers (Johansson, 1975). However, in recent studies Chen et al. (2006) proposed to use star

skeleton for extracted from silhouettes for motion analysis. They used Hidden Markov based
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methodology for learning actions. Star skeleton is a fast skeletonization technique achieved by

connecting centroid of the target object to contour extremes. For using star skeleton as a feature,

the feature vector is defined as a five dimensional vector. An action is composed of a series of

star skeletons and hence are transformed into feature vector sequences. A posture codebook is

designed where a feature vector is transformed into a symbol sequence. This symbol sequence is

used by HMM for recognizing an action. The algorithm achieves robust recognition rates.

Lv and Nevatia (2006) used joint position and pose angles for recognition of simple action like

walking, standing and waving hands. The high dimensional 3D data joint space data is decom-

posed into a feature space where each feature corresponds to motion of single or multiple joints.

HMM is used for learning of actions together with Adaboost classifier. The results obtained on 20

actions shows the effectiveness of the approach.

Cucchiara et al. (2005) work focused on posture classification based on projection histogram

with HMM for assuring temporal coherence of the posture. For occlusion handling, the single

camera postures are passed to multi-camera system to give robust classification. In contrast to

Cucchiara et al. (2005), a stationary camera was used by Kellokumpu et al. (2005) for recognizing

15 different continuous human activities in real-time. The activities recognized includes waving

hands, raising hands, sitting down and bending down. Activities were described as a continuous

sequence of discrete postures, derived from affine invariant descriptor. Support Vector Machine

was used for classification.

Aloysius et al. (2004) developed a video surveillance system capable of recognizing human

posture from video. The system consists of two modules: human detection and posture classifica-

tion. In human detection module, human blob are extracted from the background using an adaptive

background module based on Mixture of Gaussian. For the variation in human pose, Pseudo 2D

Hidden Markov Models (P2HMM) is used for representing and recognizing human postures based

on its 2D elastic matching property. For classification, observation sequences are extracted from

current image and human blobs are classified as the human posture with the highest likelihood.

Mori et al. (2004) proposed a system for recognizing human daily life activities. The method

utilizes a hierarchical structure of actions and describes it as a tree. The actions are modeled using

Hidden Markov model, which output action as a time series feature vectors. The recognition pro-

cess starts at the root and moves on to the recognition of the child nodes. Hierarchical recognition

offers several advantages like simplification of low-level models, recognition of various levels of

abstraction, and response to novel data by decreasing the degree of data details. Results show that

their proposed algorithm can recognize some of the actions.

A feature-based bottom-up approach is proposed by Yamato et al. (1992). HMM was applied

to one set of time-sequential images that were transformed into feature vector. These features were

converted into symbols using Vector Quantization (VQ). The parameters of HMM were optimized

well for training actions categories. The HMM which best matches an action category was chosen.

They achieve recognition rates higher than 90% on real-time sequential images of sport sequences.

The posture of human is considered important for recognition of human actions. Inspired

from Chen et al. (2006), we propose an action recognition algorithm using HMM representation
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Figure 3.1: Pictorial representation of the human action recognition system.

of postures extracted from human silhouettes. Posture contour is normalized to achieve a standard

size. The observation vectors are extracted from these silhouettes and Vector Quantization (VQ)

is used to map features into symbols. A posture codebook representing actions is build and each

symbol correspond to a different action stored in the codebook.

The existing research works aim to detect human actions captured against a uniform back-

ground with little or no occlusion. Also the test sets often contain just a single subject performing

an action. Our method was designed to achieve more robust results in more challenging real-world

environments, in the presence of distinct light conditions, with severe occlusion and quite distinct

weather conditions, including heavy wind and rain.

The human action recognition of our system is based on HMM using the Bag of Words method

(with boundary of humans as the main feature). Time-sequential images of human action are

transformed into feature vectors. All of these feature vectors are stored in a codebook where each

symbol corresponds to an action by using Vector Quantization (VQ). For the training phase, the

model parameters of HMM are tuned well for description of an action to achieve high results.

The model, which matches to a symbol, is selected as a recognized entity. The framework of the

approach can be seen in Figure 3.1.

3.2 Hidden markov model (HMM)

Hidden Markov Model (HMM) is a statistical Markov Model in which the system being model is

assumed to be a Markov process with hidden states as shown in Figure 3.2. An HMM can also be

modeled as dynamic Bayesian network. Each state of the HMM outputs a state transition symbol.

While we can observe the output symbol of HMM, we cannot observe the states of HMM. The

formal definition of HMM is as follow: HMM performs action recognition in two parts: training

the model and computing the probability that the observation sequence was generated by the model

λ . Each model is trained so that it is able to generate the symbols for training data.
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Figure 3.2: Diagramatic representation of HMM with three states.

3.3 Dataset

For this PhD, a purely new real-world video dataset was created at University of Minho. The

dataset was recorded from 08h00 to 19h00 during a total of 7 working days. The dataset is chal-

lenging as it includes both indoor and outdoor settings under distinct light conditions (e.g., morn-

ing vs afternoon, sunny and cloudy weather). Also, in some days there was heavy rain and wind,

which particularly affected the outdoor setting (e.g., moving trees and plants due to wind, usage

of umbrellas by humans). For capturing the dataset, two cameras HIK Vision and IR Network

were installed in order to capture indoor and outdoor environments, as shown in Figure 3.3. The

cameras were installed behind the window glass, therefore, a reflection is always present. The

angle of the camera is set in such a way that it always has two or three trees or plants framing

the scene. This has been done to make the dataset challenging and to test the efficiency of the

proposed algorithm. To substantially save disk space, the cameras were configured with motion

detection, thus storing only videos when movement is present.

The environment for capturing the video dataset was not controlled. In effect, it corresponds to

real life moments related with the daily university activities. Both the outdoor and indoor areas are

related with large corridors, where students, professors, researchers and university staff pass by

(e.g., entering, leaving or taking a break). Figure 3.4 shows examples of these two environments.

The dataset is comprised of hundreds of small videos (with a few seconds to a few minutes each)

that correspond to 32 GB. Several actions are present in the dataset, includes walking, running,

group interactions, talking on mobile, drinking coffee, standing and shaking hands.

3.4 Methodology

In current video surveillance system, majority of the state-of-the-art work is devoted to background

modeling and object tracking. However, the recognition of human activities has not gained enough

attention. This work focuses on two modules i.e., human detection in presence of occlusion and

classification of activities (e.g., walking, sitting). The adaptive background model is used to detect
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Figure 3.3: Installation setup of passive cameras for capturing outdoor (left) and indoor (right)
campus environments.

moving objects from video streams. The background model is based on Mixture of Gaussian and

is robust to illumination and clutter.

3.5 Overview of the system

The detection of moving objects is an important component for many computer applications in-

cluding action recognition, surveillance systems, etc. The proposed human action recognition is

based on two modules: human blob detection module and action recognition module (Figure 3.1).

The human detection module uses a background subtraction algorithm based on Gaussian Mixture

Model. The algorithm compares a color or gray-scale video frame to a background model to de-

termine whether individual pixels are part of the background or the moving object. A foreground

mask is then computed. Morphological operators are applied to the resulting foreground mask to

eliminate any noise present. Blob analysis is performed to look for connected regions or pixels

that most likely corresponds to moving objects.

For action recognition, all subsequent frames representing an action are collected. Human

boundary is considered one of the best ways to represent an action. Posture contour is extracted

from the silhouettes of human and normalization is performed to achieve a standard size. As the

boundary of human consists of many neighboring points that are almost the same, Principal Com-

ponent Analysis is performed for dimensionality reduction. The observation vectors are extracted

from these silhouettes and Vector Quantization (VQ) is used to map features into symbols. A

posture codebook representing actions is build and each symbol corresponds to a different action

stored in the codebook. An extracted feature vector is mapped to a codebook symbol and the

output is hence a sequence of posture symbols. Hidden Markov Model (HMM) is used for train-

ing different actions that optimize model parameters and recognition is performed by choosing

maximum likelihood.

3.5.1 Background segmentation

The main concept behind background subtraction is to subtract the image from a reference image

that models the background scene. The main steps of the algorithm are as follow:
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Figure 3.4: Examples of images from the collected videos (top four images are related with
outdoor scenes, while the bottom four images are from indoor scenes).

3.5.1.1 Background modeling

It is used for constructing a reference image representing the background.

3.5.1.2 Threshold selection

Threshold selection determines appropriate threshold value to be used in subtraction operation to

achieve a desired detection rate.
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3.5.1.3 Subtraction operation

It is also called pixel classification and is used for classification type of a given pixel, to distinguish

if the pixel is part of the background or the moving object.

3.5.2 Human blob detection

In blob detection, all of the foreground pixels in are grouped into disconnected blobs. A blob can

represent:

1. no object;

2. part of moving object;

3. a single moving object with possible foreground trail; and

4. multiple moving objects.

The first representation refers to the presence of ghosts that are caused by shadows. In this

work, our aim is to remove the entire ghosts to achieve better classification results. The second

one is due to aperture problem that are produced when an object is starting to move. These partial

blobs are maintained because eventually they will grow to full blobs. The majority of blobs fall

into third category. The last case of multiple objects occurs when people start walking in a group

and are close to one another. These large blobs finally split into multiple small blobs when a group

is dispersed.

For the proposed system, the video is processed frame by frame and blob analysis is performed

to look for any active blobs. In order to select only humans and to remove noise, we defined a

minimum pixel area for blob selection, which was set to 2000 pixels (e.g., 45x45, 60x34) after

some preliminary experiments. In our dataset, the noise was less 2000 pixels.

For background subtraction, we first tested the Gaussian Mixture Models proposed in (Kaew-

TraKulPong and Bowden, 2002), for separating the foreground pixels from the background. This

detector works on data collected by a stationary camera and compares a color or gray scale video

frame to a background model to figure out whether it is part of the background or foreground.

It then computes a foreground mask based on Gaussian Mixture Models (GMM). This algorithm

has the ability to adapt itself slowly to the changing environment but for our dataset, the results

obtained were not satisfactory. As shown in Figure 3.5, the algorithm was not able to detect legs,

although there was a large space between the legs. Note that in Figures 3.5 and 3.6 we hide the

human face with a red rectangle to preserve anonymity. Moreover, the GMM algorithm is com-

putationally expensive. We note that due to the temporal execution nature of this PhD, the human

action recognition experiments (reported in this chapter) were conducted using only GMM.

We then tested a much simpler and lightweight approach, based on the absolute subtraction of

input and background image. Background was updated by using the same position of the bounding

box obtained through blob detection as both frames are of the same size. As an initial step, we
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Figure 3.5: Segmentation results (first column, a), denotes the original input frame; second col-
umn, b), the Gaussian Mixture Model result; and third column, c), the background subtraction
result).

subtracted the input Image I from the background Image B, both in RGB color space.

M = |B− I| (3.1)

The obtained mask M was converted to gray-scale and finally to binary using Otsu’s thresholding

(Otsu, 1975). This method has the drawback that when the clothing of the individual’s were light

colored, the results were not good even after apply morphological operations. There was some

information loss in the human silhouette, which generated several smaller blobs rather than one

blob for an individual (Figure 3.6).

Figure 3.6: a) Original input image, b) result of absolute subtraction, c) binary image and d) result
with shadow removal and highlight detection.
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Due to light color clothing, illuminations, and distance from the camera, there is some infor-

mation loss. In the resultant image (in RGB space), we tried to:

M′(x,y) =

1 if M(x,y)≥ τ.

0 otherwise.
(3.2)

where M′ is the final mask, M(x,y) is the pixel value of the mask, and τ is a threshold. We tested

several τ values (e.g., τ ∈ {10,20,30}). The best results were achieved with τ = 30 (as shown in

Figure 3.7) and thus this was the selected threshold value.

Figure 3.7: a) Original image, b) mask for τ=20, c) mask for τ=30 and d) gray-scale mask for
τ=30

Then, we experimented to compute M′ using the HSV space, instead of RGB, since this is

the same color space used by the shadow and highlight removal method discussed in Chapter 4

(Section 4.1.1). The results obtained are shown in Figure 3.8.

Figure 3.8: a) Original image, b) HSV image, c) Value component, d) binary image and e) result
after shadow and highlight removal.

3.6 Experimental results

All experiments were conducted using a common MacBook laptop with a 2.4 GHz Intel Core i5

processor. The proposed system was implemented as a prototype, using code written in Matlab1

1http://www.mathworks.com/products/matlab/

http://www.mathworks.com/products/matlab/
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Figure 3.9: Examples of pre-processed frames with boundary of human regions for the walking
(left) and sitting (right) actions.

(version 2014b). To evaluate the performance of our approach, the algorithm was tested on two

types of basic actions: walking and sitting. We selected these particular actions since they are

more prevalent in the dataset when compared with other actions (e.g., talking on mobile, drinking

coffee). Figure 3.9 shows examples of the selected actions. A manual analysis was conducted in

order to label the walking and sitting actions on all frames of the collected videos. The videos

were recorded by HIK Vision and IR Network cameras at 1080x1920 HD pixel resolution. The

size of the image was reduced to 576x720 resolution and pre-processing was performed to remove

any kind of noise present. The holdout train and test split validation method was used to measure

the action detection generalization capabilities of the proposed system (Kohavi, 1995). Thus,

the dataset was randomly split into training, with 234 examples, for training the human action

recognition system (e.g., HMM training and codebook storage), and test, with 500 examples.

In both training and test datasets the walking and sitting classes are balanced, i.e., each action

contains 50% of the examples. This holdout method was applied under two modes: batch and

iterative. The former mode performs an action prediction for the whole test frames under a single

pass, thus the internal state of the HMM model is not changed during this process. The latter mode

detects the action for each single frame under a sequential procedure with 500 iterations, where

each iteration changes the HMM internal state.

Our system was able to detect human in cluttered environments. As shown in the examples of

Figure 3.10, for both outdoor (top left frame) and indoor (middle and bottom left frames) settings,

the human detection module correctly identified the human body contours (right frames). The

overall system results are measured in terms of the recognition predictions for the walking and

sitting actions, as shown by the confusion matrices of Tables 3.1 and 3.2. For both batch and iter-

ative modes, the proposed system achieved high quality action detection results, with classification

accuracy higher than 90% for both walking and sitting classes. In terms of computation effort, the

system prototype required 188 seconds for the training and 94 seconds for the testing, resulting

on an average of 0.188 seconds per each test image detection. This is also an interesting result,

confirming that the developed prototype is capable of real-time action detection. We note that the

written Matlab code can be further enhanced (e.g., conversion into the C language) in terms of its

computational effort.
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Figure 3.10: Example of the Human Detection module results.

Table 3.1: Confusion matrix for the batch mode and test data (the true walking and true sitting
accuracies are in bold; the global accuracy is 97%).

↓ actual \ predicted→ Sitting Walking
Sitting 100% 0%
Walking 6% 94%

Table 3.2: Confusion matrix for the iterative mode and test data (the true walking and true sitting
accuracies are in bold; the global accuracy is 95%).

↓ actual \ predicted→ Sitting Walking
Sitting 99% 1%
Walking 9% 91%

3.7 Summary

In this chapter, we presented an integrated system that combines state-of-the-art methods for au-

tomatically detection of human actions from videos. In particular, we focused on human posture

and used the boundary of human as a main feature of recognizing actions. For obtaining the

foreground image, background subtraction was performed using Gaussian of Mixture Model. We

also explored image differencing using RGB and HSV color space. Then, feature vectors were

extracted from silhouettes and Vector Quantization (VQ) was used to map features into symbols.

Finally, action recognition was executed using Hidden Markov Model (HMM). Moreover, a newly

real-world video dataset was collected with indoor and outdoor scenarios and distinct weather con-

ditions. The dataset was then manually labeled in terms of two prevalent actions, namely walking

and sitting. The human action recognition was tested on both external and internal videos of the

dataset.

Using an holdout validation method, with 234 images for training and 500 for testing, our
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approach has shown promising action detection results, with global classification accuracy of 97%

(batch mode) and 95% (iterative mode). Moreover, the proposed system can detect the walking

and sitting actions in real-time.
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Chapter 4

Star skeleton and trajectory destination
area prediction

Human star skeleton recognition from video is a crucial element of several human action recogni-

tion systems (Orrite-Urunuela et al., 2004; Fujiyoshi et al., 2004; Chen et al., 2006; Yang and Tian,

2014; Vemulapalli et al., 2016). However, most of these systems were proposed to work in con-

trolled non-restrictive environments (e.g., with humans close to the camera and wearing distinctive

clothing colors when compared with the background). In this PhD, we present a computational

system for a passive detection of human star skeleton from raw video and that was built to work

in a semi-constrained but more realistic environment. The motion features extracted from the de-

tected human skeletons (e.g., position, velocity and acceleration) were fed to a machine learning

classifier, which is trained to predict trajectory or destination areas of individuals.

We present here the results achieved using video data collected in (Afsar et al., 2015b) and

that corresponds to a semi-constrained but realistic university campus environment. The recorded

digital videos are related with two cameras that were used to capture two particular examples of

interior and exterior human walking areas from our campus.

Since we adopted a real environment, the recorded data includes several restrictions that pose

challenges: the cameras were set in front of a glass window (thus some reflection is captured)

and far away from the human walking environment (some humans are captured with a low pixel

definition); there are different weather conditions in the exterior campus area (e.g., rain and wind)

and varying illumination in both interior and exterior areas due to different daytime recordings);

there are clutter scenes in both areas due to the presence of trees and bushes; often, the human

clothing includes colors that are very similar when compared with the background; and other

uncontrolled conditions.

4.1 Trajectory destination area prediction system

The overall system is composed of human blob detection (detailed in Chapter 3), star skeleton, and

trajectory and destination prediction as shown in Figure 4.1. The human blob detection module is

59
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the same to the one used for action recognition except it was improved by adding a new component

of shadow and highlight removal.
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Figure 4.1: Framework proposed for final trajectory destination area prediction.

4.1.1 Shadow removal and highlight detection

We tested the method proposed in (Duque et al., 2005), where both images, background B and
input image I are transformed into the HSV color space. A shadow mask SM and highlight mask
LM are generated from these images, defining the areas where shadows or highlights are present.
In these masks each pixel will have value “1” if it is marked as shadow or highlight, and value
“0” otherwise. The following equations define the process of computing the shadow and highlight
masks:

SM(x,y) =



1 if α ≤ IV (x,y)
BV (x,y) ≤ β

∧ | IS(x,y)−BS(x,y) |≤ τS

∧ IH(x,y)−BH(x,y) |≤ τH

0 otherwise

(4.1)

LM(x,y) =



1 if 1
β
≤ IV (x,y)

BV (x,y) ≤
1
α

∧ | IS(x,y)−BS(x,y) |≤ τS

∧ IH(x,y)−BH(x,y) |≤ τH

0 otherwise

(4.2)

The IH(x,y) , IS(x,y) and IV (x,y) represent respectively the hue, saturation and value com-

ponents at coordinate (x,y) of the input image I. The same notation is applied to the background

image B.

The α is the main parameter and its value depends on the light source, radiance and reflectance

properties of the objects in the scene. High reflective and high intensive light sources or irradiant
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objects can have low α values. For our dataset, α varies from 0.60 to 0.90. If we decrease the

value below 0.60, there will be information loss. Similarly, if the value goes above 0.90, the

final image will contain noise. We tested the algorithm with different alpha values, within the

range {0.65,0.66,67,...,0.90} and the best results were achieved for α=0.70. After setting α , we

experimented distinct values for β , which prevents misclassification and varies in the data from

0.75 to 0.79. Since this is a less relevant parameter, we experimented distinct values but achieved

the same results, thus this parameter was fixed to β = 0.75. The parameters τS and τH are the

maximal variation allowed for the saturation and hue components. We define τS as 15% of the

digitizers saturation range. The variation of hue should not pass the 60 degrees. This value is

obtained through the division of the hue range (360◦) by the six colors (red, yellow, green, cyan,

blue and magenta). The results obtained were satisfactory, as shown in Figures 3.6 d), 3.8 e) and

4.2.

Figure 4.2: Example of human silhouettes that were obtained by using background subtraction
combined with shadow and highlight removal.

4.1.2 Star skeleton

A key issue within the context of human action recognition is the automatic detection of human

star skeleton, typically consisting of a 5-point star (with head, hands and legs – the human body

extremes) and a body center of mass. In effect, several works have proposed and adopted methods

based on human star skeletons for action recognition. Two dimensional images were used in:

• Orrite-Urunuela et al. (2004) – where manual effort was used to define the skeleton points;

and

• Chen et al. (2006) and Fujiyoshi et al. (2004) – where preprocessing (e.g., segmentation,

dilatation) and zero-crossing methods were used to build the 5-point human stars.

More recently, three dimensional video has also been modeled to use similar human skeleton

approaches (Yang and Tian, 2014; Vemulapalli et al., 2016). However, most of these human

skeleton usage or detection works were proposed to work with clean, non-restrictive environments

where the camera is positioned close to the human subjects, the background is clear and colored
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with a distinctive color when compared with humans, most environments are interior and thus

immune to weather conditions. While such 2D controlled environments facilitate the development

of the computer vision system, they are less realistic and thus are of less practical usage. Moreover,

the usage of depth information (3D) does not have a good precision and/or requires very expensive

equipment when human subjects are far away from the camera. For the construction of a star

skeleton, we use a realistic 2D environment from our university campus and that contains several

challenges (as described in Section 3.3). As such, we tune and test several computer vision

methods under this semi-constrained video environment, resulting in a computational system that

is capable of detecting human skeletons.

The main idea of a star skeleton is to connect the extreme points (head, legs, hands) with

the centroid (the body of mass). In this PhD, the human contour is used as the main feature for

the construction of a 5-point star skeleton. Depending on the posture of the human, the detected

contour can have less or more than 5 extreme points. These points can represent a human posture

effectively and make faster the execution of the final human action detection. As an initial step,

the contour is extracted from the human silhouettes. For the star skeleton, we used an approach

similar to (Chen et al., 2006), where the human skeleton is is defined in terms of extreme points

such as head, hands and feet. These extreme points can be used for the recognition of many

human actions (e.g., walking). The overall computational system is based on two main modules

(Figure 4.3): segmentation (including background subtraction and shadow and highlight removal);

and star skeleton detection. For the removal of noise from the human contour, Infinite Impulse

Response (IIR) convolution filter was applied, which removes noise and smooths a function. A

threshold value of 12 was used in order to achieve the desired level of smoothing. To calculate the

distance of individual boundary points from centroid, the euclidean function was used. The whole

human contour was processed in a clock-wise order. All experiments were conducted using the

Matlab computational environment (https://www.mathworks.com).

For the construction of the 5-star skeleton, when the number of points are greater than 5, a

threshold value of 40 was used to find the boundary distance between those points, i.e., detect

which boundary points are closer to each other. This value was obtained after doing different

experiments on different sizes of skeleton ( the ones closer to camera and the ones far away). For

all the skeletons, having greater than 5 points, the threshold value was 40 or less than 40. Then,

the median of such points is used as a representative of the extreme human part. The last step

is to connect all of the points to the centroid. Figure 4.4 depicts the overall procedure for the

construction of the star skeleton. The points A, B, C, D, E and F represent the extreme points of

the smooth distance function. Since both points A and F are closer in terms of the boundary space,

we take the median of these two points to represent the left leg when defining the star skeleton.

More examples of the obtained star skeletons are shown in Figure 4.6.

The full steps for the construction of a star skeleton algorithm are:

https://www.mathworks.com
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Figure 4.3: The overall framework of the segmentation and star skeleton system.

Figure 4.4: Process flow for the construction of a star skeleton.

1 Calculate the centroid of the contour of the input image (xc,yc).

xc =
1
N b

Nb

∑
i=1

xi

yc =
1
N b

Nb

∑
i=1

yi

(4.3)

where Bn are the number of boundary points and (xc,yc) denotes the centroid of the input

contour.

2 Determine the distance di from each boundary point (xi,yi) to centroid (xc,yc).

di =
√

(xi− xc)2 +(yi− yc)2 (4.4)

3 To remove the noise or unwanted peaks, the distance function is smoothed using convolu-

tion.
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4 Find the local maximum by detecting zero crossing of the distance function differences

(di+1−di).

For a comparative analysis, we compared the simpler zero crossing method with a thinning

method (based on the Matlab “bwmorph” function) (Lam et al., 1992; Kong and Rosenfeld, 1996;

Haralick, 1992; Pratt, 1991). Figure 4.5 shows some results obtained by our star skeleton method.

It is clear that our approach performs better for calculating the posture of human when compared

to the previous segmentation results. The zero-crossing approach also compares favorably against

the more complex thinning method. Moreover, our approach requires less computation time.

Figure 4.5: Comparative analysis of star skeleton with “bwmorph” function a) Binary Image b)
Modified bwmorph result c) our skeleton algorithm.
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Figure 4.6: Results of star skeleton with a) Binary Image b) star skeleton algorithm.

4.1.3 Trajectory destination area prediction

Once the star skeleton is achieved, we track its trajectory and extract its position and movement

features, which are based on velocity measures (Kim et al., 2015). We assume that the video

scene contains a priori set of human entry and exit areas. In particular, in this PhD, we assume

the five entry and exit regions that are present in Figure 4.7. Nevertheless, we note that if such

information is not available, the proposed system could automatically assign these entry and exit

areas by analyzing a training set of trajectories. For each new human that is detected as entering

and exiting scene (A, B, C, D or E), we create a new trajectory. Then, for all trajectory frames

except the first two, we compute several measures for both x and y axis. These include the absolute

center body mass position and the relative positions (distance to body of mass) of the head, hands

and legs. Also, we compute the absolute velocity and acceleration of the body of mass and relative

velocity and acceleration values for the five star peaks (head, hands and legs). To assign point

labels, we used simple heuristics based on the y values: head is the highest y value, legs are

the lowest y values and hands are the middle y values. In most cases, the full star skeleton was

detected. However, in some situations some star points are not detected (e.g., only one hand is

detected in middle example of Figure 4.6). To solve this, we adopted these heuristics; when one

hand is visible and the other is not, the second hand is set as the first one; when both hands are not

detected, we assign them to the centroid; when only one leg is detected, we assume that both legs

are together; finally, if additional points are missing (e.g., head), we set them as the same position

detected in the previous frame.

Each classifier uses data known at a particular data frame, corresponding to current time tc. A

total of 37 inputs are used: one nominal entry point (A, B, C, D or E) and 12 numeric values for the

position (centroid, head, hands, legs, x and y values), velocity and acceleration measures (Head-

pos_x, Headpos_y, Leg1pos_x, Leg1pos_y, Leg2pos_x, Leg2pos_y, Hand1pos_x, Hand1pos_y,

Hand2pos_x, Hand2pos_y, Centpos_x, Centpos_y similarly for velocity and accelaration for all

these points at x and y-axis). As the target variable, it considers the nominal exit point: A, B, C, D

and E (Figure 4.7). The analyzed exterior scene dataset includes a total of 171 videos related with

348 distinct pedestrian trajectories. Most pedestrian trajectories are short. The minimum pedes-

trian path required only 0.1s, the median pedestrian trajectory time is 4.4s, the average trajectory
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time is 5.3s and the maximum trajectory involves a total of 62.4s. For each trajectory, there are

several supervised learning examples, matching the 37 inputs of a particular trajectory frame with

the target destination value. In total, the dataset contains 52,379 learning examples. The desti-

nation output class is also unbalanced, as some exit regions are much more common than others,

namely: A - 36%, B - 4%, C - 2%, D - 48%, E - 5% and F - 5%.

Figure 4.7: Example of possible trajectories between the five A, B, C, D and E entry/exit regions.

We explore four classifiers in order to create the destination prediction models: Multinomial

Logistic Regression (MLR), a Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) ensemble, Random Forests (RF) and

Support Vector Machine (SVM). The classifiers were adopted with their default parameters, as

defined by the rminer package of the R tool (Cortez, 2010). The MLR is the extension of the

common logistic regression method for multiclass tasks. The MLP is a popular neural network

where processing neurons are grouped into layers and connected by weighted links. The MLP

hidden nodes were fixed to half of the input nodes and the MLP ensemble fits three networks,

averaging their output responses into a single output. The RF uses an ensemble of 500 unpruned

decision trees. Finally, the SVM is based on the standard regression model with a Gaussian kernel

and the ε-insensitive loss function. The default SVM hyperparameters are C = 1 and ε = 0.1,

while the kernel parameter is set using a training data estimation heuristic defined in (Caputo

et al., 2002).

Since our target class is unbalanced, we explore two balancing data methods (Menardi and

Torelli, 2014) that tend to improve classification results for the minority classes: undersampling

and oversampling. The formed method assumes all minority class examples and random repli-

cates of other classes such that all classes are balanced. The latter method builds a larger balanced

set by considering all majority class patterns plus a random oversampling of the minority classes.

Both methods are only applied to training data and test data is kept with the original class distribu-

tions. We also explore a feature extraction method based on the well known Principal Component

Analysis (PCA) method (Abdi and Williams, 2010). Using training data, we select the principal

components that explain 95% of the variance, which allowed a reduction in the number of in-

puts from 37 (original inputs) to 25 (principal components). In total, each classifier is run using
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6 data processing combinations, according to three balancing (no sampling, undersampling and

oversampling) and two feature (all inputs and PCA extraction) setups.

4.2 Data driven prediction

Supervised machine learning is the study and construction of algorithms that can learn and make

predictions from data. Such algorithms overcome following strictly static program guidelines by

making data driven decisions or predictions on data, through building a model from test inputs.

Supervised machine learning is useful in several input-output mapping real-world tasks where

there is data available. Instead of using conventional computer programming, where the map-

ping rules need to be explicitly defined by the programmer, a data-driven model is automatically

generated.

We discuss next the machine learning methods used in this work. A more detailed description

of these methods can be found in (Hastie et al., 2008). All four classifiers (described in the next

subsections) were adopted with their default parameters, as defined by the rminer package of the

R tool (Cortez, 2010).

4.2.1 Multinomial Logistic Regression

The Multinomial Logistic Regression (MLR) is the extension of the common logistic regression

method for multiclass tasks. It is used for the prediction of categorical placement in or the prob-

ability of category membership of dependent variables based on multiple independent variables.

The independent variables can either be binary or continuous. MLR is the simple extension of

binary logistic regression that takes into account more than two classification categories of the

dependent or outcome variable. It also requires careful consideration of the sample size and ex-

amination of the outlying class.

MLR is frequently viewed as an alluring analysis technique because it does not assume linear-

ity, normality, or homoscedasticity.

4.2.2 Multi-layer perceptron network

A Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) is a popular feed forward network of artificial neural network.

An MLP is composed of at least three layers of nodes. Each node of the MLP is a neuron that

uses a nonlinear activation function. MLP uses a supervised learning methodology called back-

propagation for training (Rosenblatt, 1961; Rumelhart et al., 1985). Since the model includes a

hidden layer and non linear activation functions, the model is capable of learning complex non

linear mappings (Cybenko, 1989).

The advantage of MLP network lies in that they are theoretically capable of fitting a wide range

of smooth, nonlinear functions with a very high accuracy, when compared with the MLR model.

This strength can also be a weakness because the high flexibility of those networks also means

that there is a higher probability to overfit the data. Ensuring good generalization techniques in
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well trained models requires a strategy that can minimize their flexibility to a limit that is sufficient

but not the excessive use of training data. Minimizing the flexibility of the network is particularly

important when the training sample is small because sparse datasets are much easier to overfit

(Tauler et al., 2009).

4.2.3 Random forests

Random forests (RF) grows many classification trees and to classify an object from an input vector,

the input vector is put down to each tree and the final response is obtained by aggregating tree

results by using a majority voting scheme. Each tree is grown as follow:

• If N is the number of cases in the training set, sample N cases at random but with some

replacement, from the original data. This sample will be the training set for growing the

tree.

• If M are the input variables, a number m«M is specified such that at each node. The value

of m is held constant during the forest growing.

• Each tree is grown to the largest extent possible. There is no pruning.

The performance of the Random Forest model can be improved by changing the m value. Nev-

ertheless, the model tends to provide a good performance using the default m value proposed by

Breiman (2001).

4.2.4 Support vector machine

The Support Vector Machine (SVM) is a machine learning algorithm that was originally proposed

for classification tasks. The SVM learner is based on two key ideas:

1. a statistically sound algorithm is used to select the most relevant input examples (the support

vectors); and

2. a mathematical kernel is adopted, such that the input space is transformed into a feature

space, where classes are linearly separable.

The SVM is a popular classification model. In this work, the SVM adopted assumes the Gaussian

kernel.

4.2.5 Principal component analysis

Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is a popular methodology that is used to transform data,

emphasizing the variation of the data. It is often used to compress input variables, making multi-

dimensional data more easily to visualize and explored. When there are a large number of variables

and there is a danger of overfitting the data, PCA can be used to overcome the problem. It can

be also be used to reduce the dimension space of features. By reducing the dimension of feature
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space, there are fewer relationships between the variables to consider also less chance of overfit-

ting the model. One typical feature extraction and input reduction procedure is to apply PCA and

then consider only the principal components (as inputs) that account for 95% of the data variance.

4.3 Balancing methods

The main motivation behind pre-processing an unbalanced data is that the classifiers tend to be

more sensitive to find the majority class and less to the minority class. Hence, if this issue is

not solved, the output will be biased. In our work we explored two simple balancing methods:

undersampling and oversampling. These methods were only applied to training data, before it was

fed into the classifier. The test data was kept unbalanced, for a realistic evaluation (Witten et al.,

2016)

One of the simple and easiest way to deal with unbalance data is to undersample the majority

class. By undersampling the imbalance issue is solved and the sensitivity of the model is increased.

In general, the more imbalanced the dataset the more samples will be discarded, therefore throwing

away potentially useful information.

Oversampling the minority class can result in overfitting issues if it is done before cross-

validation. Normally, when data points are duplicated, the classifiers gets very convinced about

data with small boundaries around, meaning that there might be some generalization loss.

There are several reasons for using undersampling and oversampling despite their disadvan-

tages. The first obvious reason is that there are not cost-sensitive implementations of all learning

algorithms and therefore using a wrapper-based approach based on under or oversampling is often

the only option available for dealing with the unbalanced classification task. The second reason

for using sampling, and in particular the undersampling approach, is that many highly skewed

data sets are huge and hence the size of the training set must be reduced in order for learning to be

feasible (Weiss et al., 2007).

4.4 Evaluation

We adopt the growing window evaluation scheme (Lopes et al., 2011), also known as incremental

retraining evaluation, as presented in Figure 4.8. This scheme allows a realistic periodic training

and testing of classifiers. Several iterations are executed, assuming a growing training set (as more

data arrives) and a fixed test set size. In this work, the train test split is based on a timely ordering

of the collected videos. In the first iteration, the oldest W videos are used to fit the classifier

(training set), which then predicts the destinations for the frames of the next T videos (test set).

In the next iteration, the test set is slided by adding data from a new video and discarding the

oldest test set video data frames, which are merged into the training set, thus increasing its size.

Similar iterations are then executed, until all videos are considered. In total, this scheme produces

U = L− (W +T ) classifier updates (training and test iterations), where L is the data video length.
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Figure 4.8: Schematic of the growing window evaluation.

To access the classification performance, we adopt the Area Under the Curve (AUC) of the

popular Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve analysis. A random classifier has an AUC

of 50%, while the perfect AUC value is 100%. Following the recommendations of Fawcett (2006),

we compute the individual AUC class values, for each class, and also the global AUC, which

weights the individual AUC values by each class prevalence in the data. Moreover, we execute a

vertical aggregation method to estimate the median AUC curve, over all U runs, and its respective

95% confidence intervals, according to the Wilcoxon non-parametric test. We also compute the

ahead time (ta, in seconds) in which the classifier predictions are computed (tc) when compared

to the time when the pedestrian reaches the destination area (td). This time measure allows us to

detail the quality of earlier predictions by plotting the AUCa (AUC for a particular class and ahead

time ta, y-axis) versus the ahead time (x−axis) graphs. The measure also allows us to compute the

quality time (tq), the amount of ahead time in which the obtained AUCa is higher than a quality

threshold Q:
ta = td− tc

tQ = max{ta : AUCa ≥ Q}
(4.5)

4.5 Results

This section presents the executed experiments for the prediction of pedestrian destination trajec-

tory. Also, it analyzes the obtained results. All experiments were executed on a personal laptop

running a Mac operating system. As explained earlier in this chapter, we only consider the exterior

scene videos (L = 171) with five destination regions (A, B, C, D and E). We executed all steps of

the proposed system (Figure 1.1) using a frame rate of 30 frames per second. During the classifi-

cation stage, the initial training set size was defined to include around 2/3 of the videos (W = 114)

and the test set was set with T = 48 videos, in a setup that results in U = 14 growing window runs.

Table 4.1 shows the obtained predictive results, in terms of the median AUC values (in %)

for all classifiers and data processing setups. In general, excellent AUC values were achieved for

class A (higher than 90%) and a very good discrimination was obtained for destination classes

C and D (higher than 80%). Reasonable performances (AUC higher than 70%) were achieved

for class E and some models, while the poorest discrimination was obtained for class B (ranging
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from 28.4% to 65.6%). Also, there seems to be no advantage in using PCA, as in general higher

AUC values are achieved by the models that use all inputs. The discrimination performance seems

more affected by the classifier type, with better overall results for the RF model, rather than the

balancing sampling method.

Table 4.1: Discrimination performance on test data (median AUC values, in %; first model selected
criterion values are underlined and the second model criteria values are in bold).

? - median 95% confidence interval within the range [86.0,87.8], statistically significant under a pairwise compar-
ison against all other models except: all oversampling MLP and RF; all no sampling MLP and RF; and PCA MLP
oversampling.
� - median 95% confidence interval within the range [64.1,65.0], statistically significant under a pairwise compar-
ison against all other models except: all input no sampling SVM; PCA oversampling SVM; and PCA no sampling
SVM.

For further analysis, we detail the classification results of two selected models. The first model

is related with the best global AUC result and it corresponds to the RF using all inputs and the

undersampling processing. For the second model, we wanted to select a classifier with a good

class B AUC value (higher than 60%), since B is the most difficult class to discriminate. Since

four SVM models provide such class B AUC values (bold values in Table 4.1), we selected one of

these models as the representative of a good class B prediction, namely the SVM using all inputs

and no sampling. This model was selected since it corresponds to one of the two preselected

classifiers with the highest global AUC value (81.5%) and a better class B AUC value (65.4%)

when compared with the all inputs and no sampling SVM classifier (64.5%).

For demonstrative purposes, we show the detailed results for the two selected models and three

classes (A, B and D). The ROC curves of Figures 4.9 and 4.10 are plotted in terms of the vertical

median and respective 95% confidence interval values. In the ROC graphs, the class destination

performances are compared with a random classifier baseline (AUC=50%). The achieved ROC

curves for the selected models confirm the excellent discrimination capability for class A and very

good discrimination for class D. For class B, the RF discrimination is weak, similar to a random

classifier, while the SVM performance is reasonable. Figures 4.9 and 4.10 also plot the ahead time

versus AUC value for the same two selected models and three classes. The ahead time plots were
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computed using a time scale that goes up to 14s, which includes 95% of all pedestrian trajectories.

For class A, the ahead time plots show an almost stable discrimination performance for both RF

and SVM selected models. More importantly, the ahead time graphs reveal that a high quality

predictive performance (higher than Q = 80%) is achieved for classes B and D (and the same

selected models), although for a shorter advance time. For example, for class B and RF model,

the time quality is tq =6s when Q = 80% and tq = 7 when Q = 60%. The full time quality values,

for all classes, two selected models and two quality values (very good – Q = 80%, and reasonable

– Q = 60%) are shown in Table 4.2. These time quality results confirm the first model (all inputs,

undersampling, RF) as the best model, since it provides better ahead quality times for all classes

except B. And even for class B, the second selected model improvement is small (3 seconds for

Q = 80% and 2 seconds for Q = 60%). In effect, the selected RF provides very good ahead time

quality values for four classes (A, B, C and D) and a reasonable ahead quality performance for

class E.
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Figure 4.9: Overall ROC curve (top) and ahead time vs AUC graphs (bottom) for selected model
1 (all input undersampling RF) and destination classes A (left), B (middle) and D (right).

4.6 Summary

In this chapter, we propose a computational system for a passive detection of a 5-star human

skeleton and destination area prediction based on raw video. The realistic videos are related with
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Figure 4.10: Overall ROC curve (top) and ahead time vs AUC graphs (bottom) for selected model
2 (all input oversampling SVM) and destination classes A (left), B (middle) and D (right).

interior and exterior human walking areas with varying illumination, clutter, and other uncon-

trolled conditions (e.g., weather). However, currently the trajectory and destination prediction

system was only tested with external videos. Several computer vision methods were explored

for the segmentation and star skeleton modules. The best results were achieved using simpler

approaches: background subtraction and shadow and highlight removal using HSV color space;

smoothed Euclidean distance to centroid and zero-crossing of distance differences to detect the

human extremes.

Table 4.2: Quality time (values in s).

Q =80% Q =60%
class Model 1 Model 2 Model 1 Model 2
A 14∗ 11 14∗ 14∗

B 6 9 7 9
C 8 2 11 8
D 8 0 10 10
E 0 0 7 6

∗ - at least 14s.
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The proposed system adopts a passive collection of video and extracts motion features (po-

sition, velocity, acceleration) from automatically detected human skeletons (with positions of the

body of mass, head, hands and legs). It includes three main modules: human blob detection, an

enhanced version of human blob detection to achieve improved silhouette; star skeleton detec-

tion; and the final destination area prediction, based on preprocessing (dimensionality reduction

and balancing sampling methods) and four classification methods: Multinomial Logistic Regres-

sion (MLR), Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) ensemble, Random Forests (RF) and Support Vector

Machine (SVM).

As a case study, we analyzed an exterior scene from a university campus and that includes

five main destination areas (A, B, C, D and E). The collected dataset consisted of 348 pedestrian

trajectories from 171 videos. The experimentation setup included a realistic growing window

evaluation and the testing of four classifiers under six data processing combinations. The best

results were achieved by the all inputs, undersampling and RF model. This model obtained the

best global Area Under the Curve (AUC) of the Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) analysis,

which corresponds to a high quality class discrimination (median AUC of 87%). Moreover, the

suggested model provided very good ahead time predictions for four of the classes (A, B, C and

D) and a reasonable ahead discrimination performance for class E.



Chapter 5

Conclusions and future work

5.1 Overview

Automatic human activity recognition has drawn much attention in the field of video analysis tech-

nology due to the increasing research innovations in many fields such as health care, entertainment

environments and surveillance systems. In a healthcare system, the human action recognition can

be utilized in helping the patients such as automatic recognition of patient’s activities to help in

rehabilitation. Similarly, in entertainment environment, the action recognition can enhance the

Human Computer Interaction (HCI), for example, the automatic recognition of various players

during a football match in order to create an avatar in computer to play football for the player.

Furthermore, in a surveillance environment, automatic action recognition can be used to detect

any abnormal behavior for alerting the concerned authority about the potential crime or dangerous

behaviors (e.g., leaving unattended baggage, loitering of a person in an airport or subway).

In addition to action recognition, the final location of a walking person is a relevant compo-

nent of pedestrian tracking systems, which can also be used to generate data for the prediction

models. Moreover, several pedestrian destination locations can be associated with activities (e.g.,

cashier machine for payment, automatic teller machine for cash withdrawal) or abnormal events

(e.g., violation of a restricted area, person crossing a railway). Thus, an accurate destination loca-

tion prediction system can potentially provide value in several real-world applications, supporting

distinct tasks, such as surveillance, marketing or management.

In this PhD, we presented a novel approach for human behavior recognition and destination

trajectory prediction from an unconstrained video based on the features extracted from a star skele-

ton. For the automatic human action recognition, the video is processed frame by frame and blob

analysis is performed to look for any active blobs. In order to select only humans and to remove

noise, we defined a minimum pixel area for blob selection, which was set to 2000 pixels (e.g.,

45x45, 60x34) after some preliminary experiments. For background subtraction, we first tested

the Gaussian Mixture Models proposed in (KaewTraKulPong and Bowden, 2002), for separating

the foreground pixels from the background. This detector works on data collected from a sta-

tionary camera and compares a color or gray scale video frame to a background model to figure

75
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out whether its part of the background or foreground. It then computes a foreground mask based

on Gaussian Mixture Models (GMM). This algorithm has the ability to adapt itself slowly to the

changing environment but for our dataset, the results obtained were not satisfactory, the algorithm

was not able to detect legs, although there was a large separation between the legs and it was com-

putationally expensive. Therefore, when we targeted the second main goal of this PhD trajectory

destination area prediction, the human blob detection was modified by adding another compo-

nent: shadow and highlight removal. We tested the method proposed in (Duque et al., 2005),

where both images, background B and input image I are transformed into the HSV color space.

A shadow mask SM and highlight mask LM are generated from these images, defining the areas

where shadows or highlights are present. In these masks each pixel will have value “1” if it is

marked as shadow or highlight, and value “0” otherwise. For the human action recognition, two

action classes walking and sitting were explored because they were more prevalent in the recorded

university campus dataset. High quality results were achieved for both of these action classes.

For the trajectory destination area prediction, a 5-point star skeleton was used to collect motion

features such as position, velocity and acceleration of all of the five points i.e., head, hands, and

legs. In star skeleton, the peaks are usually the zero-crossing points. Our algorithm was able to

find out the 5 points: head, legs, hands. We further investigated on labeling these points as head,

legs and hands based on their position on x and y-axis and distance from the centroid.

The proposed system for trajectory destination area prediction adopts a passive collection of

video, works directly with raw video data and extracts motion features (position, velocity, accel-

eration) from automatically detected human skeletons (with positions of the body of mass, head,

hands and legs). It includes three main modules: human blob detection, an enhanced version of hu-

man blob detection to achieve improved silhouette; star skeleton detection, encompassing shadow

removal and contour peak detection; and the final destination area prediction, based on preprocess-

ing (dimensionality reduction and balancing sampling methods) and four classification methods:

Multinomial Logistic Regression (MLR), Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) network, Random Forests

(RF) and Support Vector Machine (SVM).

As a case study, we analyzed an exterior scene from a university campus and that includes

five main destination areas (A, B, C, D and E). The collected dataset consisted of 348 pedestrian

trajectories from 171 videos. The experimentation setup included a realistic growing window

evaluation and the testing of four classifiers under six data processing combinations. The best

results were achieved by the all inputs, under sampling and RF model. This model obtained the

best global Area Under the Curve (AUC) of the Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) analysis,

which corresponds to a high quality class discrimination (median AUC of 87%). Moreover, the

suggested model provided very good ahead time predictions for four of the classes (A, B, C and

D) and a reasonable ahead discrimination performance for class E.

While we achieved interesting results in the analyzed university campus case study, we believe

that the proposed intelligent system is useful for other application scenarios, such as inside large

commercial stores or outside factories, potentially anticipating the human behavior of costumers

or workers towards several destination zones of interest (e.g., product location, human commercial
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desk, meeting place) or restrictive areas (e.g., do not enter door). However, due to temporal re-

strictions, the proposed intelligent system also includes some limitations. For instance, it can only

detect individual humans (and not crowds). In addition, the human action detection system was

tested only for two human tasks (walking and sitting). Moreover, it adopted a simpler human blob

detection method, when compared with the trajectory destination prediction module. Futhermore,

instead of just using individual trajectory features (e.g., position, velocity), the pedestrian destina-

tion area prediction could also use scene obstacles or neighborhood motion features. In the next

section, we list future research directions that could be set to solve several of these limitations.

5.2 Future work

The results obtained by this project suggest future research avenues. For instance, currently the

human action recognition can be used for the recognition of some basic actions such as walking

and sitting. In future, we aim to improve the system, by adapting it to recognize more complex

actions, such as smoking, talking on cell phone, or waving a hand.

Although our segmentation algorithm provide robust results in presence of occlusion, varying

illumination and rain, the algorithm fails to detect a person when clothing of an individual is very

similar to the background. Thus, more research is needed to handle properly the identification of

these individuals. In addition, the human action detection module could be tested using the more

advanced preprocessing steps that were used in the trajectory destination prediction, namely the

usage of shadow and highlight removal preprocessing, as well as the 5-star skeleton detection.

Regarding the skeleton, we can improve the developed method to detect other position points,

such as the human torso and knees. Trajectory destination area prediction system was tested only

with the external environment videos from the our university campus. In future work, we aim to

test our system in other application environments, such as shopping malls, airports or subways.

Moreover, we intend to enrich our system with additional features, such as scene obstacles (Kim

et al., 2015) and neighborhood motion (Fernando et al., 2017) attributes.
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Appendix A

This section shows two examples of the implemented code in Matlab and R tool used by the

intelligent video analysis system. All of the experiments were performed on a personal Macbook

pro Core i5 laptop.

A.1 Matlab example code

This sections gives the code of the main file, which loops through all input files and does back-

ground subtraction. The code also calls blob analysis, for performing blob measurement, and Star

skeleton, which returns the 5-points: head, legs, and hands.

Listing A.1: Main Matlab file

1 clc; % Clear the command window.

2 close all; % Close all figures (except those of imtool.)

3 imtool close all; % Close all imtool figures.

4 clear; % Erase all existing variables.

5 workspace; % Make sure the workspace panel is showing.

6 fontSize = 14;

7

8 % connected groups of foreground pixels are likely to correspond to moving

9 % objects. The blob analysis System object is used to find such groups

10 % (called 'blobs' or 'connected components '), and compute their

11 % characteristics , such as area , centroid , and the bounding box.

12

13 blobAnalyser = vision.BlobAnalysis('BoundingBoxOutputPort', true , ...

14 'AreaOutputPort', true , 'CentroidOutputPort', true , ...

15 'MinimumBlobArea', 400);

16 % Create two video players , one to display the video ,

17 % and one to display the foreground mask.

18

19 videoPlayer = vision.VideoPlayer('Position', [20, 400, 700, 400]);

20 maskPlayer = vision.VideoPlayer('Position', [740, 400, 700, 400]);

21 videoPlayer = vision.VideoPlayer();

22 maskPlayer = vision.VideoPlayer();

23 index=1;

79
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24 pathName=('/Users/palwashaafsar/Documents/PhD/Impl -humanDetection'...

25 '/HumanTracking/Code/Task2BackSub/ch01_08000000047000001SubImages');

26 imageNames = dir(fullfile('C:\Users\Mushtaq\Desktop\Palo\Images\'

27 'PeopleWalking\*.png'));

28 nfiles= length(imageNames);

29 BackgroundImg= imread('C:\Users\Mushtaq\Desktop\Palo\Images\PeopleWalking\'

30 'BackgroundImages\scene 1.png');

31 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

32 %Reading the Input frames , doing background subtraction , blob analysis

33 %and star skeleton

34 for ii = 3:28

35 filenameii = ['C:\Users\Mushtaq\Desktop\Palo\Images\PeopleWalking'

36 '\scene ' num2str(ii,'%4i') '.png'];

37 str= 'scene';

38 % Detect moving objects , and track them across video frames.

39

40 frame= imread(filenameii);

41 Mask = detectObjectsBoundary(frame ,BackgroundImg);

42 Mask= im2bw(Mask , graythresh(Mask));

43 [areas , centroids , bboxes]= step(blobAnalyser ,Mask);

44 labeledImage = bwlabel(Mask , 8);

45 blobMeasurements = regionprops(labeledImage , Mask , 'all');

46

47 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

48 %%%%%%%%%%% SELECTING LARGER BLOBS %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

49 allBlobAreas = [blobMeasurements.Area];

50 allowableAreaIndexes = allBlobAreas > 2000;

51 keeperIndexes = find(allowableAreaIndexes);

52 keeperBlobsImage = ismember(labeledImage , keeperIndexes);

53

54 % FILLING HOLES AND NOISE REMOVAL

55 keeperBlobsImage= imfill(keeperBlobsImage ,'holes');

56 se = strel('disk',3);

57 keeperBlobsImage = imclose(keeperBlobsImage ,se);

58 keeperBlobsImage= imfill(keeperBlobsImage ,'holes');

59

60 boundaries = bwboundaries(keeperBlobsImage ,'noholes');

61 if isempty(boundaries)

62 display('no person present to be detected');

63

64 else

65

66 Centroid = regionprops(keeperBlobsImage ,'centroid');

67 Centroids = cat(1, Centroid.Centroid);

68

69 prev_Centroid= Centroids;

70 array_Centroids(index ,:)={prev_Centroid};

71

72 index=index+1;
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73

74 labeledBlobsImage = bwlabel(keeperBlobsImage , 8);

75 blobMeasurements = regionprops(labeledBlobsImage , keeperBlobsImage ,

76 'all');

77 numberOfBlobs = size(blobMeasurements , 1);

78

79 for k = 1 : numberOfBlobs

80

81 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Star Skeleton %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

82

83 blobCentroid = blobMeasurements(k).Centroid;

84 thisBlobsBoundingBox = blobMeasurements(k).BoundingBox;

85 thisBoundary = boundaries{k};

86 res=StarSkel(thisBoundary ,blobCentroid)

87 Pointsdistances = sqrt((thisBoundary(res ,1)- ...

88 blobCentroid(:,2)).^2+( thisBoundary(res ,2)- ...

89 blobCentroid(:,1)).^2)

90 Length= length(res);

91 if Length >5

92 continue

93 else

94 display('length is less than or equla to 5');

95 end

96 if ii== 555;

97 PrevVel_x=0;

98 PrevCent1_x=0;

99 PrevVel_y=0;

100 PrevCent1_y=0;

101 PrevHead=0;

102 PrevVel_x= 0;

103 PrevHand1=0;

104 PrevHand2=0;

105 PrevLeg1=0;

106 PrevLeg2=0;

107

108 PrevVel_y= 0;

109 PrevLeg1Pos_x= 0;

110 PrevLeg1Pos_y=0;

111 PrevLeg2Pos_x=0;

112 PrevLeg2Pos_y=0;

113 PrevHeadPos_x=0;

114 PrevHeadPos_y=0;

115 PrevHand1Pos_x=0;

116 PrevHand1Pos_y=0;

117 PrevHand2Pos_x=0;

118 PrevHand2Pos_y=0;

119 PrevLeg1Vel_x= 0;

120 PrevLeg1Vel_y= 0;

121 PrevLeg2Vel_x= 0;
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122 PrevLeg2Vel_y= 0;

123 PrevHeadVel_x= 0;

124 PrevHeadVel_y= 0;

125 PrevHand1Vel_x= 0;

126 PrevHand1Vel_y= 0;

127 PrevHand2Vel_x= 0;

128 PrevHand2Vel_y= 0;

129

130 else

131 display('nothing to be done');

132 end

133

134 [Hand1 ,Hand2 ,Head ,Leg1 ,Leg2]=SkeletonPoints(res,areas ,...

135 thisBoundary ,blobCentroid ,Centroids ,Pointsdistances ,Length ,

136 PrevHead ,PrevHand1 ,PrevHand2 ,PrevLeg1 ,PrevLeg2);

137 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

138 Condition to check if legs/Hands arezero%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

139

140 if isempty(Head)

141 display('nothing to be done');

142 continue

143 else

144 PrevHead=Head;

145 end

146 %

147 if isempty(Leg1)

148 Leg1=Leg2;

149

150 Leg1Pos_x= abs(thisBoundary(Leg2 ,1)- blobCentroid(:,2));

151 Leg1Pos_y= abs(thisBoundary(Leg2 ,2)- blobCentroid(:,1));

152 else

153

154 Leg1Pos_x= abs(thisBoundary(Leg1 ,1)- blobCentroid(:,2));

155 Leg1Pos_y= abs(thisBoundary(Leg1 ,2)- blobCentroid(:,1));

156 end

157 Leg1Vel_x= abs(Leg1Pos_x -PrevLeg1Pos_x);

158 Leg1Vel_y= abs(Leg1Pos_y -PrevLeg1Pos_y);

159 Leg1Acc_x= abs(Leg1Vel_x -PrevLeg1Vel_x);

160 Leg1Acc_y= abs(Leg1Vel_y -PrevLeg1Vel_y);

161 if isempty(Leg2)|| Leg2==0

162 Leg2=Leg1;

163

164 Leg2Pos_x= abs(thisBoundary(Leg1 ,1)- blobCentroid(:,2));

165 Leg2Pos_y= abs(thisBoundary(Leg1 ,2)- blobCentroid(:,1));

166 else

167

168 Leg2Pos_x= abs(thisBoundary(Leg2 ,1)- blobCentroid(:,2));

169 Leg2Pos_y= abs(thisBoundary(Leg2 ,2)- blobCentroid(:,1));

170 end
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171 Leg2Vel_x= abs(Leg2Pos_x -PrevLeg2Pos_x);

172 Leg2Vel_y= abs(Leg2Pos_y -PrevLeg2Pos_y);

173 Leg2Acc_x= abs(Leg2Vel_x -PrevLeg2Vel_x);

174 Leg2Acc_y= abs(Leg2Vel_y -PrevLeg2Vel_y);

175

176 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

177 %%DISTANCE OF 5 POINTS FROM CENTROID

178 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

179 HeadPos_x= abs(thisBoundary(Head ,1)- blobCentroid(:,2));

180 HeadPos_y= abs(thisBoundary(Head ,2)- blobCentroid(:,1));

181 HeadVel_x= abs(HeadPos_x -PrevHeadPos_x);

182 HeadVel_y= abs(HeadPos_y -PrevHeadPos_y);

183 HeadAcc_x= abs(HeadVel_x -PrevHeadVel_x);

184 HeadAcc_y= abs(HeadVel_y -PrevHeadVel_y);

185

186 if Hand1==0

187

188 Hand1Pos_x= abs(blobCentroid(:,2)- blobCentroid(:,2));

189 Hand1Pos_y= abs(blobCentroid(:,1)- blobCentroid(:,1));

190 else

191 Hand1Pos_x= abs(thisBoundary(Hand1 ,1)- blobCentroid(:,2));

192 Hand1Pos_y= abs(thisBoundary(Hand1 ,2)- blobCentroid(:,1));

193 end

194 Hand1Vel_x= abs(Hand1Pos_x -PrevHand1Pos_x);

195 Hand1Vel_y= abs(Hand1Pos_y -PrevHand1Pos_y);

196 Hand1Acc_x= abs(Hand1Vel_x -PrevHand1Vel_x);

197 Hand1Acc_y= abs(Hand1Vel_y -PrevHand1Vel_y);

198 if Hand2==0

199

200 Hand2Pos_x= abs(blobCentroid(:,2)- blobCentroid(:,2));

201 Hand2Pos_y= abs(blobCentroid(:,1)- blobCentroid(:,1));

202 else

203 Hand2Pos_x= abs(thisBoundary(Hand2 ,1)- blobCentroid(:,2));

204 Hand2Pos_y= abs(thisBoundary(Hand2 ,2)- blobCentroid(:,1));

205 end

206 Hand2Vel_x= abs(Hand2Pos_x -PrevHand2Pos_x);

207 Hand2Vel_y= abs(Hand2Pos_y -PrevHand2Pos_y);

208 Hand2Acc_x= abs(Hand2Vel_x -PrevHand2Vel_x);

209 Hand2Acc_y= abs(Hand2Vel_y -PrevHand2Vel_y);

210

211 [CentVel_x ,CentVel_y ,CentAcc_x ,CentAcc_y]= Features...

212 (blobCentroid ,ii,PrevVel_x ,PrevCent1_x ,PrevVel_y ,PrevCent1_y);

213 end

214

215 displayTrackingResults(frame ,mask ,keeperBlobsImage ,bboxes ,...

216 thisBoundary ,blobCentroid ,res,videoPlayer ,maskPlayer ,Hand1 ,...

217 Hand2 ,Head ,Leg1 ,Leg2 ,array_Centroids);

218

219
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220 %%%%%%%% Previous positions at X and Y axis %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

221 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

222 PrevVel_x= CentVel_x;

223 PrevVel_y= CentVel_y;

224 PrevLeg1Pos_x= Leg1Pos_x;

225 PrevLeg1Pos_y=Leg1Pos_y;

226 PrevLeg2Pos_x=Leg2Pos_x;

227 PrevLeg2Pos_y=Leg2Pos_y;

228 PrevHeadPos_x=HeadPos_x;

229 PrevHeadPos_y=HeadPos_y;

230 PrevHand1Pos_x=Hand1Pos_x;

231 PrevHand1Pos_y=Hand1Pos_y;

232 PrevHand2Pos_x=Hand2Pos_x;

233 PrevHand2Pos_y=Hand2Pos_y;

234 PrevLeg1Vel_x= Leg1Vel_x;

235 PrevLeg1Vel_y= Leg1Vel_y;

236 PrevLeg2Vel_x= Leg2Vel_x;

237 PrevLeg2Vel_y= Leg2Vel_y;

238 PrevHeadVel_x= HeadVel_x;

239 PrevHeadVel_y= HeadVel_y;

240 PrevHand1Vel_x= Hand1Vel_x;

241 PrevHand1Vel_y= Hand1Vel_y;

242 PrevHand2Vel_x= Hand2Vel_x;

243 PrevHand2Vel_y= Hand2Vel_y;

244 Old_Centroids= blobCentroid;

245 PrevCent1_x= round(Old_Centroids(:,2));

246 PrevCent1_y= round(Old_Centroids(:,1));

247 PrevCent= blobCentroid;

248 end

249 end

250 end

251

252 release(videoPlayer);

253 release(maskPlayer);

Listing A.2: Zero crossing

1 function [res]= zerocross(diffDist ,zero ,threshold)

2 L= length(diffDist);

3 res=0;

4 Prev= diffDist(1);

5 for i= 1:L

6 if Prev > (zero+threshold) && diffDist(i) < (zero -threshold)

7 res= ([res,i]);

8 % res(i)= res;

9 end

10 Prev= diffDist(i);

11 end
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12 res= res;

13 end

A.2 R example code

Listing A.3 presents the R tool code used to analyse the classification results. It includes the

generation of ROC curves, AUC analysis and ahead time AUC graphs.

Listing A.3: R code for analyzing the classification results

1

2 OUTPUT="ExitPoint"

3

4 # transform all "E" and "F" classes into "E":

5 library(rminer)

6

7 FPS=15 # frames per half second

8

9 NCLASS=5

10 # fiter - half second from target destination

11 getmetric=function(RES,metric ,fiter=NULL)

12 {

13 L=length(RES)

14 res=matrix(nrow=L,ncol=1+5)

15

16 lower=(fiter -1)*FPS+1

17 upper=lower+FPS

18 for(i in 1:L)

19 {

20 if(!is.null(fiter))

21 {

22 IF=which(RES[[i]]$revftime≥lower&RES[[i]]$revftime <upper)

23 }

24 else IF=1:length(RES[[i]]$test)

25 res[i,]=mmetric(RES[[i]]$test[IF],RES[[i]]$pred[IF,],metric=metric)

26 }

27 return(res)

28 }

29

30 # estimated median value and non-parametric confidence interval ...

(Wilcoxon test)

31 # 95% confidence interval according to a t-student distribution

32 conflevel=function(x,method="wilcox",level=0.95)

33 {

34 if(method=="t.test")

35 {
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36 RES=try( ...

(t.test(x,conf.level=level)$conf[2]-t.test(x,conf.level=level)$conf[1])

37 /2 , silent=TRUE)

38 if(class(RES)=="numeric") return(RES) else return (0)

39 }

40 else if(method=="wilcox")

41 {

42 RES=try( suppressWarnings( wilcox.test(x,conf.level=level ,conf.int=TRUE ,

43 alternative="two.sided"

44 ,correct=TRUE)), silent=TRUE )

45 # "Error : cannot compute confidence interval when all observations ...

are tied\n"

46 if(class(RES)=="try-error" && grep("tied",RES)>0) { CM=median(x); ...

CI=c(0,0) }

47 else

48 {

49 CI=as.numeric(RES$conf.int)

50 CM=as.numeric(RES$estimate)

51 CI[1]=CM-CI[1]

52 CI[2]=CI[2]-CM

53 }

54 return( c(CM,CI) )

55 }

56 }

57

58 showmedian=function(measure ,show=TRUE ,onlymedian=FALSE)

59 {

60 cmeasure=conflevel(measure)

61 # print estimated Wilcoxon median and confidence interval:

62 digits=3

63 if(show) cat("median:",round(cmeasure[1],digits=digits),"interval:

64 [",round(cmeasure[1]

65 -cmeasure[2],digits=digits) ,";",round(cmeasure[1]+cmeasure[2],

66 digits=digits) ,"]\n")

67 if(onlymedian) cmeasure=cmeasure[1]

68 return(cmeasure)

69 }

70 #model="multinom"

71 #model="mlpe"

72 #model="randomForest"

73 model="ksvm"

74

75 #mode="under"

76 #mode="over"

77 mode="normal"

78

79 pcamode="pca"

80 #pcamode="normal"

81 fileres=paste(model ,"-",mode ,"-",pcamode ,".res",sep="")
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82 load(file=fileres) # loads a RES object

83 RES1=RES # clone RES into RES1

84 clev=levels(RES1[[1]]$test[1])

85 RUNS=length(RES1)

86 metric=c("AUC","AUCCLASS")

87 auc=getmetric(RES1 ,metric) # global AUC for each run

88 cat("global AUC:")

89 showmedian(auc[,1])

90 for(i in 1:5)

91 {

92 cat(clev[i],"_AUC:")

93 showmedian(auc[,1+i])

94 }

95

96 atime=matrix(nrow=30,ncol=1+NCLASS) # 2 x 15 seconds:

97 for(i in 1:30)

98 { tauc=getmetric(RES1 ,metric ,fiter=i)

99 atime[i,]=apply(tauc ,2,showmedian ,show=FALSE ,onlymedian=TRUE)

100 }

101

102 # example of an AUC vs half -second detection time (longer x-axis means ...

detect class

103 #sooner in time)

104

105 iclass=5

106 txt=paste("AUC vs Anticipated Time (class: ",clev[iclass],")",sep="")

107 plot(atime[,iclass+1],type="b",cex=0.5,lwd=2,main=txt,xlab="Anticipated ...

time",

108 ylab="AUC",panel.first=grid(10,10))

109

110 # example of a ROC curve for a particular class

111 iclass=5

112 RUNS=length(RES1)

113 test=vector("list",RUNS)

114 pred=vector("list",RUNS)

115 for(i in 1:RUNS) { test[[i]]=RES1[[i]]$test

116 pred[[i]]=RES1[[i]]$pred

117 }

118 M=list(runs=length(RES1),test=test ,pred=pred)

119 txt=paste("ROC (class: ",clev[iclass],")",sep="")

120 mgraph(M,graph="ROC",TC=iclass ,leg=-1,baseline=TRUE ,Grid=10,main="ROC")

Listing A.4: R code for processing movement features

1

2 OUTPUT="ExitPoint"

3
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4 # lda code from: ...

https://www.r -bloggers.com/computing -and-visualizing -pca-in-r/

5 # show table and proportion of classes for a particular data.frame and ...

attribute:

6 dshow=function(d,att=OUTPUT)

7 {

8 #cat("length:",NROW(d),"\n")

9 #print("table:")

10 #print(table(d[,att]))

11 #print("proportion:")

12 DT=table(d[,att])

13 print(DT[])

14 #print(round(DT[]/sum(DT),2))

15 }

16

17 videoindex=function(I,uvideo ,d)

18 {

19 tsv1=as.character(uvideo[I[1]])

20 tsv2=as.character(uvideo[I[length(I)]])

21

22 IFIRST=which(d[,"VideoID"]==tsv1)[1]

23 ILAST=which(d[,"VideoID"]==tsv2)

24 ILAST=ILAST[length(ILAST)]

25 return(IFIRST:ILAST)

26 }

27

28 classvideo=function(i,uvideo ,d)

29 {

30 tsv1=as.character(uvideo[i])

31 I=which(d[,"VideoID"]==tsv1)

32 return(table(d[I,"ExitPoint"]))

33 }

34

35 # balancesample: undersample "under" or oversample "over"

36 balancesample=function(target ,method="under",seed=NULL)

37 {

38 if(!is.null(seed)) set.seed(seed)

39 if(method=="under")

40 {

41 tf=table(target)[]

42 Imin=which.min(tf) # index of the smallest class

43 CLS=as.numeric(tf[Imin])

44 res=NULL

45 L=levels(target)

46 for(i in 1:length(L))

47 {

48 Icl=which(target==L[i])

49 if(i!=Imin) Icl=sample(Icl,CLS)

50 res=c(res,Icl)
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51 }

52 }

53 else if(method=="over")

54 {

55 tf=table(target)[]

56 Imax=which.max(tf) # index of the largest class

57 CLS=as.numeric(tf[Imax])

58 res=NULL

59 L=levels(target)

60 for(i in 1:length(L))

61 {

62 Icl=which(target==L[i])

63 if(i!=Imax) Icl=sample(Icl,CLS,replace=TRUE)

64 res=c(res,Icl)

65 }

66 }

67 return(res)

68 }

69

70 d=read.table("features5.csv",header=TRUE ,sep=";")

71

72 # transform all "E" and "F" classes into "E":

73 library(rminer)

74 d$EntryPoint=delevels(d$EntryPoint ,c("E","F"),"E")

75 d$ExitPoint=delevels(d$ExitPoint ,c("E","F"),"E")

76

77 # use computationally fast methods: "multinom" - logistic regression ,

78 "naiveBayes" - Naive Bayes , "mlpe" with I/2 hidden nodes (half the inputs):

79 input_att =5:41 # all inputs

80 input_att1 =5:40 # all except EntryPoint

81 entry=41

82 output_att=42

83 att=c(input_att ,output_att) # all input and output features

84

85 #model="multinom" # or "mlpe" or "naiveBayes" or "randomForest"

86 #model="mlpe"

87 #model="randomForest"

88 model="ksvm"

89 #mode="normal" # normal training

90 mode="over"

91 #mode="under" # "under" - undersampling; "over" - oversampling; "normal" ...

- none.

92 pcamode="pca"# perform PCA to the features: "pca" - PCA ; or "normal - ...

no PCA.

93 #pcamode="normal"# perform PCA to the features: "pca" - PCA ; or "normal ...

- no PCA.

94 #mode="normal"# perform PCA to the features

95

96 # selection based on videos: ordered in time
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97 # a growing window validation is used , based on videos ordered in time:

98 uvideo=unique(d[,"VideoID"])

99 cat("length(uvideo):",length(uvideo),"\n") # 171 videos

100

101 # one run of 2/3 for training , 1/3 for testing , ordered by videos in time:

102 L=length(uvideo)

103 LD=NROW(d)

104 WS=110

105 increment=1

106 RATIO=48

107 RUNS=20 # number of runs

108 RES=vector("list",RUNS) # object with all results

109 for(iter in 1:RUNS) # 20 runs per model!!!

110 {

111 #TR=2/3 # 114, 3/4 => 128, 4/5 => 137

112 H=holdout(1:L,ratio=RATIO ,mode="incremental",iter=iter ,window=WS,

113 increment=increment)

114

115 TR=H$tr

116 TS=H$ts

117

118 ITR=videoindex(TR,uvideo ,d)

119 ITS=videoindex(TS,uvideo ,d)

120

121 cat("run:",iter ,"vltr:",length(TR),"vlts:",length(TS),"\n")

122

123 LTR=length(ITR)

124 LTS=length(ITS)

125 #cat("original train:",LTR ,"%:",round(LTR/LD ,2))

126 #dshow(d[ITR ,])

127 cat("original test:",LTS ,"%:",round(LTS/LD ,2))

128 dshow(d[ITS ,])

129

130 if(mode=="over"||mode=="under") ...

ITR2=balancesample(d[ITR,OUTPUT],method=mode)

131 else if(mode=="five") ITR2=dfilter(d[ITR ,],0,seconds ,unit="second") ...

else ITR2=ITR

132

133 if(pcamode=="pca")

134 {

135 pca=prcomp(d[ITR2 ,input_att1],center=TRUE ,scale.=TRUE)

136 #plot(pca,type="l") variances of the most relevant PCA components

137 #summary(pca) # 25 first components account for 95% of variance

138 propvar=pca$sdev^2/(sum(pca$sdev^2))

139 cumprop=cumsum(propvar)

140 COMP=which(cumprop≥0.95)[1] # 24?

141 cat("PCA with:",COMP ,"principal components\n")

142 dtr2=data.frame(pca$x[,1:COMP],EntryPoint=d[ITR2 ,"EntryPoint"],

143 ExitPoint=d[ITR2 ,OUTPUT])
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144 scale="none"

145 } else{dtr2=d[ITR2 ,att];scale="default"}

146

147 cat("length of tr:",length(ITR2),"(mode=",mode ,")\n")

148

149 cat("used train:")

150 dshow(d[ITR2 ,])

151

152 # fit the model:

153 if(model=="mlpe"){ssize=round((NCOL(dtr2)-1)/2);M1=fit(ExitPoint¬.
154 ,data=dtr2 ,model=model ,size=ssize ,scale=scale)}

155 if(model!="mlpe"){M1=fit(ExitPoint¬.,data=dtr2 ,model=model ,scale=scale)}
156

157 # get the predictions:

158 if(pcamode=="pca")

159 {dts2=predict(pca,d[ITS,input_att1]);dts2=data.frame(dts2[,1:COMP],

160 EntryPoint=d[ITS,entry],ExitPoint=d[ITS,OUTPUT])

161 } else dts2=d[ITS,att]

162

163 # store predictions and test results into an object , several runs.

164 #dshow(d[ITS ,])

165 P1=predict(M1,dts2)

166 Y1=d[ITS,OUTPUT]

167 PID=as.character(d[ITS ,"PersonID"])

168 uPID=unique(PID)

169 REVFTIME=NULL

170 for(pid in uPID)

171 {

172 Ipid=which(d[ITS ,"PersonID"]==pid)

173 revftime=d[ITS[Ipid],"Frametime"]

174 revftime=max(revftime)-revftime+1

175 REVFTIME=c(REVFTIME ,revftime)

176 }

177

178 RES[[iter]]=list(pred=P1,test=Y1,pid=PID,frametime=d[ITS ,"Frametime"],

179 revftime=REVFTIME)

180 # the metrics will be computed in another R script.

181 }######

182 # save results into a file:

183 fileres=paste(model ,"-",mode ,"-",pcamode ,".res",sep="")

184 save(RES,file=fileres ,ascii=TRUE)
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